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Roads to every testing destination

Now there is one trusted name you can turn to for 

proven test and measurement solutions.  For over 20 

years, Data Physics has been driven by its customer 

needs to develop, internally and through acquisition,  

a full range of powerful technologies for noise and 

vibration applications. 

Corporation
Ling ElectronicsLE
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Shakers & Amplifiers

Solutions to Test and Measurement challenges from people 
who are driven by them. Powered by

Entrance to the exhibition & open forums is free to visitors along with free car parking and 

complimentary refreshments.

Over 55 exhibitors will present the latest advances in measurement analysis and testing technology 

in aerospace, automotive, motor-sport, rail, off-highway, mechanical handling, industrial and power 

generation industries.  Visitors will be able to discuss these developments and their applications in an 

informal atmosphere with exhibitors.

Open Forums include:

•	 Data Collection and Analysis

•	 Asset Management - Whole Life Modelling 

•	 Accelerated Testing

•	 The  Influence of the Road Surface on Vehicle Noise, Grip and Fuel Efficiency

Guest panels comprising experts from industry and academia will expand on the technical 

developments & take questions from the floor. 

Visitors

If you are interested in attending please pre-register by emailing info@e-i-s.org.uk or visit

www.e-i-s.org.uk.

www.e-i-s.org.uk | 01572 811315 | info@e-i-s.org.uk
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Exhibition

The Silverstone Wing,
Silverstone Race Track
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EIS Fatigue 2017
International Conference at Downing College Cambridge

3-5 July 2017
After some eight years in which we have not run a major 
fatigue and durability conference, we have a date for your 
diaries!  Council has recently agreed that the Society 
should organise Fatigue 2017, to be held at Downing 
College, Cambridge on the 3 to 5 July 2017.   

A working group, chaired by John Yates, with Robert 
Cawte, Paul Roberts and Sara Atkin, and with valuable 
assistance from Trevor Margereson, has been convened.  
The EIS has always had a distinctive approach of bringing 
practising engineers and researchers together at its fatigue 
conferences.  We will maintain that philosophy of providing 
a forum to exchange ideas and experiences in all aspects of fatigue and durability.  

The three day Fatigue 2017 conference will focus on the complex interplay between materials and their processing, 
advanced manufacturing methods, and the 
subsequent durability and reliability of the products.  
Contributions will be welcome from all disciplines, 
and from all industries and research organisations.   
The conference will provide an excellent forum for 
researchers to make valuable contacts, promote their 
work, enhance the transfer of knowledge, and make 
an impact on industrial practice.  The conference 
will also give practitioners an opportunity to keep up 
to date with the latest developments in durability of 
materials and structural analysis techniques, and 
build their networks of technical expertise.

As always, we particularly welcome contributions from students and young engineers; we will be awarding the EIS 
Durability Prize to the best paper from this community and we shall also be offering a limited number of discounted 
delegate packages to full and part-time students.

We are keen to recognise the important role that the EIS Corporate Members make to both the Society and to its major 
events.  We are delighted to announce that HBM nCode have agreed to sponsor the conference.  The conference 
will include a trade exhibition and we are offering these 
spaces exclusively to Corporate Members.  We also have 
a range of sponsor packages available to give you an 
opportunity to promote your business to the specialised 
and well informed conference audience.  

We are launching a website dedicated to the conference 
at http://www.fatigue2017.com/ where there will be more 
comprehensive information.  In the meantime, please look 
out for the Call for Papers in early September, and do get 
in touch with any of the working group if you are interested. 
in becoming a sponsor or exhibitor.



Engineering Integrity Society - 30th Anniversary Event
6 November 2015, Hogarths Hotel, Solihull

This year sees the 30th Anniversary of the formation of the EIS. To celebrate this landmark we will be holding an event 
on Friday 6 November 2015 at Hogarths Hotel, Solihull. This will be a good opportunity to meet friends old and new 
as well as a chance to reflect on the work the society has carried out over the last three decades and to look forward to 
continuing success in years to come.

The event will start from around 2.30pm when tea and cake will be served. At 4pm a summary of EIS activity over the 
past 30 years will be given followed by a presentation by Dr Colin Dodds entitled “The Accidental Tourist”. There will 
then be a break to allow guests time to relax and change for dinner. A three course formal dinner will be served in the 
evening with a drinks reception starting at 7pm. We are pleased to welcome Air Vice Marshal Alan Merriman as our 
after dinner speaker. Alan will give an insight into his fascinating career with the RAF.

If you wish to attend the event, please complete the booking form below. Partners are also welcome to attend. We have 
arranged a number of discounted bedrooms at Hogarths. These are £110 bed & breakfast for single or double
occupancy. If you wish to book a room please call Hogarth’s reception team on T: +44 (0)1564 779 988 quoting 
‘Engineering Integrity Society 6 November’ to be charged at the preferential rate. There are also a number of hotels 
approximately 10 minutes drive away in nearby Solihull including Premier Inn, Holiday Inn and St John’s Hotel.

Name(s): ______________________________________________________________________________________

Address: _______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Tel No: ____________________________________  Email: _____________________________________________

Any special dietary requirements:___________________________________________________________________

I would like to attend the 30th Anniversary event and wish to book the following:

Number of tickets for the afternoon presentation

Number of tickets for the 3 course evening dinner @ £37.95 per head
(Menu choices will be available closer to the time)

Payment can be made by cheque or bank transfer:

I enclose a cheque for _____________________ or I wish to pay by bank transfer please send an invoice
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Welcome to a special edition of the EIS 
journal celebrating the Societies 30th 
anniversary. In addition to the usual 
columns and group news, we have some 
review pieces from the groups and reprint 
an article from the 1st issue of the journal. 
This edition will also be the first to be 
printed in colour.

When the society was formed I had just 
started secondary school. In keeping with the reflective tone 
I wonder what today’s 11 year olds would make of 1985? 
In many aspects change has been evolutionary rather than 
revolutionary: the cars of 1985 would be easily recognizable 
to today’s children. The advances in efficiency and safety that 
have taken place would not be obvious to them, although the 
keen eyed might spot that rust was a more prevalent problem 
then than now. Arguably the nearest thing to a revolution in 
transport has been the advent of electric powered vehicles. 
Ironically 1985 saw an ill-fated attempt at miniature electric 
vehicles in the form of the Sinclair C5 which started and 
ceased production in this same year. The underpinning 
advances in battery technology that have taken the concept 
from the much ridiculed C5 to commercially viable electric 
family cars has also played its part in one transformation 
that would most definitely strike today’s children – the advent 
of mobile communications. The sight of students queuing 
outside a telephone box to call home would probably require 
some explanation, while the appearance of a first generation 
mobile phone, shaped like a brick complete with pull out 
antenna, would raise a laugh.

Shrinking mobile phones are a visible manifestation of the 
miniaturisation of computers, but perhaps a more significant 
change is the hidden ‘smart’ capability in a vast range of 
current devices from the engine management system in 
every modern car to the automatic defrosting calculations 
of the microwave oven. Nowadays the first option for fixing 
anything with a battery or power cable is to perform a hard 
reboot, i.e. turn it off and back on.  Connecting these smart 
devices to form an ‘internet of things’ is regularly promoted 
as the next ‘big thing’.  Whether this will lead to significant 
changes in our lives remains to be seen, revolution is more 
often envisaged than achieved.  Supposedly revolutionary 
new technology appears quite frequently but often slips 
as quickly into obscurity. While the internet has changed 
how we access data and influence our everyday lives, high 
temperature superconductors have slipped from wonder 

discover to niche application and graphene is yet to have 
major technological impact.    

One thing that was only beginning to emerge in 1985, and still 
largely relegated to the depths of the weightier newspapers, 
was the concern for the environment that is so prevalent 
today.  While global warming had started to make headlines, 
few would have ever heard of the ozone layer before it was 
found to have a hole in it. Environmental considerations are 
now a core part of an engineer’s training and are often as 
important a design criteria as cost.   

The 30 years edition, includes an introduction by the 
Society’s chairman, and something slightly different to the 
usual technical papers, we have each of the three groups 
providing an insight into what 30 years has provided in 
their respective technology areas and within the groups 
themselves. This edition’s ‘technical’ paper is a re-print 
of an article from the very first edition of the journal titled 
‘Teaspoon Fatigue Life Prediction’ – a familiar theme, if an 
unusual application!

To celebrate the Society’s anniversary there will be a dinner 
in November. I look forward to meeting you there. 

Sadly, Peter Watson, founder and president of the society 
from 1985 passed away in July and will not be able to 
celebrate the anniversary of the society that he was so 
instrumental in establishing. 

Karen Perkins
Honorary Editor



4th Durability and Fatigue Challenges 
in Wind, Wave and Tidal Energy
28 January 2016, BAWA, Filton

This one day event follows previous successful events held in 2006, 2008 and 2010 
where speakers highlighted recent progress in design and development of power 
generation from wind, wave and tide. 

The forthcoming event is aimed at practising engineers involved with the structural 
aspects of this technology. It focuses on advances in the durability, reliability and the 
associated risk factors in the rapid development of renewable energy technologies. 
In particular, the event aims to bring new developments in offshore wind energy and 
marine energy technologies.

The full brochure will be available shortly and for further 
information please contact Sara Atkin: info@e-i-s.org.uk or call 
01572 811315 for more information,

Photo courtesy of NAREC
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It is my privilege 
to report that in 
November 2015 the 
EIS celebrates 30 
years of activity since 
its official formation. 
It is however a 
great sadness to 
our members, and 
to others in the 
wider engineering 

community, that the founder and 
President of the Society, Dr Peter 
Watson, is no longer with us to 
celebrate this occasion.

The history of the groups of the Society 
is well covered by articles written by 
my colleagues, which follow this short 
introduction.

The seeds of the Society were first 
sown by the formation of the Fatigue 
Group and the Ground Vehicle 
Instrumentation Group within the 
Society of Environmental Engineers 
(SEE). Both the Fatigue Group and the 
Ground Vehicle Instrumentation Group 
eventually separated from the SEE 
and in 1985 formed the Engineering 
Integrity Society. The Fatigue Group, 
later to become known as the Durability 
and Fatigue Group (D&FG), was the 
forum for the exchange of knowledge 
on the application of modern theory 
and practice relating to the durability 
and fatigue performance of engineering 
structures, and the Ground Vehicle 
Instrumentation Group (GVIG) was 
the forum for engineers working in 
ground vehicle instrumentation and 
analysis, and their suppliers.  The latter 
group later became the Measurement 
Systems Group after the industry base 
it covered widened from that of ground 
vehicles.

With the advancement in servo 
hydraulic test systems, including multi-
axial test systems, the Laboratory 
Simulation and Test Group (LSTG) was 
formed in 1989 and enabled engineers 
to discuss and review the simulation 
testing of components and products 
within the laboratory environment.  
The LSTG and Measurement Systems 

Groups merged later and established 
the Simulation, Test and Measurement 
Group (STMG).  The group now 
integrated both the data collection 
and laboratory testing activities. At the 
same time an additional group, the 
Noise Vibration and Harshness Group 
(NVH) was formed, later becoming 
the Sound and Vibration Product 
Perception Group (SVPP).  This 
group provides a meeting place for 
engineers to meet with an interest in 
various aspects of noise and vibration, 
including the human perception of 
noise and vibration tasks related to the 
use of products.

All three groups, D&FG, STMG and 
SVPP, are very active.  The Society 
also maintains its valuable links with 
other societies and institutions, both 
nationally and internationally.

The main objective of the Society 
is to continue holding conferences, 
seminars and workshops in the 
field of engineering integrity and 
sound and vibration, addressing 
design, analysis, measurement, the 
testing of engineering structures and 
components, and aspects of product 
sound and vibration.  Since its formation 
the Society has provided an important 
link between academia and industry, 
ensuring members of the Society are 
kept abreast of the latest techniques, 
and providing a platform for engineers 
from a wide range of industries with 
diverse interests to meet in an informal 
atmosphere to exchange information 
on current topics.  This provides 
engineers with a source of CPD.  With 
the present shortage of engineers in 
the UK, the Society has been holding 
seminars over the past two years that 
are of particular interest to engineers 
developing their careers. These 
events have also proved popular for 
those practitioners who find a need to 
update their current knowledge and 
develop their skills still further.  All of 
these seminars have been very well 
supported.

The Society also continues to hold 
major international conferences on 

The EIS – The First 30 Years
fatigue, with the next one being held in 
Cambridge in July 2017.

As an organisation we are fully aware 
of the importance of young and newly 
qualified engineers entering the 
profession and to promote this the 
Society provides prizes for the best 
student presentations at a number of 
our events. We have also provided 
student bursaries and supported the 
Year in Industry scheme.

The journal of the Society has 
developed over the years from being 
the EIS News to a very professional 
publication Engineering Integrity. This 
is now printed in colour and contains a 
greater number of technical articles and 
topics.  In addition the Society website 
has been developed and contains 
details of all future events as well as 
other information about the Society.

The Society is financed from three 
sources.  Corporate member 
companies, who pay an annual 
sponsor fee, individual members, and 
from events that are held throughout 
the year.  This income enables the 
Society to fund Engineering Integrity, 
hold non-profit making events such as 
seminars on minority topics, and up-
front expenditure on major conferences 
as well as the annual Instrumentation, 
Analysis and Testing Exhibition held at 
the Silverstone race track.  

The Society continues to be a 
successful organisation, providing 
valuable information to the engineering 
community, and is supported by 
enthusiastic engineers volunteering 
their time to arrange events and to carry 
out the administration of the Society. As 
an organisation we are moving forward 
with confidence adapting to the needs 
of a challenging and vital industry and 
playing our small, but important part in 
its advancement.

Trevor Margereson
Chairman
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Obituary: Dr Peter Watson 1944-2015
Like many of my 
colleagues I find it 
hard to realise that 
Peter Watson is no 
longer with us.. He 
died of cancer on 
19 July 2015. His 
imposing physical 

appearance and kindly but 
authoritative manner suggested 
indestructibility: of course life 
is not like that. We all know it 
is finite, yet, in Peter’s case in 
particular, the end is a great 
shock.

I will attempt to describe 
Peter’s life in three parts. First 
a chronology of his career, 
second, and of particular interest 
to readers of this journal, his 
contribution to fatigue, and finally 
a description of Peter Watson the 
person.

Peter was born on 9 January 
1944, grew up at Warkworth 
Northumberland and attended 
the Duke’s School in Alnwick. 
From there he went directly to 
Leeds University to read Civil 
Engineering, and also to play 
lots of rugby, representing 
Leeds University and English 
Universities. He graduated in 
1966, the same year that he 
married Elizabeth Buttery, a 
union which later produced 
two sons. He then went to the 
University of Waterloo in Canada, 
where he graduated with an 
MSc in 1968 and PhD in 1971. 
He returned to the UK to British 
Railways Research in Derby, then 
in its heyday, to study aspects 
of structural integrity, fatigue in 

particular, as this had been the 
topic of his PhD.

He left BR in 1976, to join GKN 
Technology, where for the next 
thirteen years his rise was 
meteoric: Chairman of GKN 
Technology in 1982, Chair 
GKN Axles 1986, Chair GKN 
Composites 1987, President GKN 
Technology USA 1987, Chair 
GKN Powder Metallurgy 1990 
and Chairman GKN Suspensions 
in 1990.

In 1991 he became Board 
Member for Engineering with 
British Rail, where for the next 
4 years he made a considerable 
contribution to the management 
of engineering on the railways. 
This period saw BR in its best 
ever shape, with most of the 
excess fat removed, thus making 
the task on privatisation more 
difficult, but privatised it was and 
Peter moved to AEA Technology 
where he was appointed Chief 
Executive from 1994 to 2001 and 
Executive Chairman from 2002 to 
2005.

This was perhaps the most 
challenging of his roles: the 
many specialist components 
of the nuclear research and 
support industry were never ideal 
candidates for success in the 
private sector and the pension 
liabilities dwarfed revenues. In the 
short term growth was sustained 
by acquisition, BR Research 
and nCode, the Sheffield based 
fatigue and structural integrity 
software company being perhaps 
a return to roots. The short term 

profitability demanded by the City 
took its toll. Peter was replaced in 
2005, before the company finally 
went into administration in 2012.

Various non-executive roles 
followed: with Spectris, Martin 
Currie Enhanced Income Trust 
HSL, SVL and in 2006 he became 
Chair of Lontra.

The Holy Grail of fatigue 
research has been the seeking 
of a methods of predicting 
fatigue life from simple easily 
measured material properties. In 
particular, the how to account for 
the effect of mean stress on life 
extrapolated from the data from 
fully reversed loading fatigue 
tests. Goodman made the first 
attempt based on tensile strength 
many others followed. Historically 
since fatigue was first studied in 
the context of railway axles the 
reversed bending fatigue test 
became the normal data used to 
characterise the fatigue properties 
of steels. When Peter returned 
from his studies in Canada, he 
introduced to the UK strain life 
prediction methods: in particular 
the so called Smith, Watson, 
Topper (SWT)* method uses 
only parameters derived from 
fatigue tests, cyclic properties 
rather than the static parameters 
based on tensile or static yield 
strength. This has been the topic 
of this PhD research supervised 
by Professor Tim Topper. It is 
now often quoted in standard 
texts on fatigue. The method 
involved the generation of strain 
life data from nominally smooth 
test pieces, made possible by the 



introduction  in the early 1970’s 
of servo hydraulic fatigue testing 
machines.  

Since all fatigue prediction 
essentially relies on empiricism 
(Definition: Engineering is the 
art of being approximately right 
rather than exactly wrong), 
endless debates revolved, and to 
an extent still revolves, round the 
generality of many proposed new 
law or modification to a law. At 
the same time as the introduction 
of the SWT model to the UK, the 
methods of fracture mechanics 
were on the rise with the National 
Engineering Laboratory team of 
Frost, Marsh and Pook building 
on the microscopic observation of 
Forsyth from Farnborough. The 
rivalry of the strain based and 
crack based methods led to many 
healthy and vigorous debates at, 
for example, the international 
fatigue conferences held at City 
and Warwick Universities.

Peter made a huge contribution by 
his assembly at GKN of a talented 
team of young researchers 
many of whom stayed attached 
to Peter in various roles as his 
career developed. Peter was 
instrumental in the formation 
of a fatigue group attached to 
the Society of Environmental 
Engineers, a group which 
organised the conferences 
mentioned above and countless 
seminars and away weekends, 
those at Grindleford in the 
Peak district being particularly 
memorable mixes of technical 
and social events. In 1985, 
the independent Engineering 

Integrity Society was formed, 
with Peter as President, a post he 
held until his death. In the same 
year he was appointed OBE for 
his outstanding contributions to 
the management of technology.

What then of the man? Let me 
mention my own connections with 
Peter. We first met when I visited 
BR Research at the start of my 
own PhD research at Cambridge. 
I was instantly attracted to 
Peter’s enthusiasm, openness 
and frankness. He was a breath 
of fresh air. His move from GKN 
to BR coincide with the wrong 
kind of snow. Shorty after this, I 
was dispatched to Japan to report 
on how they coped with running 
a railway under many different 
conditions of snow. Peter then 
persuaded the Board to set up 
the Advanced Railway Research 
Centre (ARCC) at the University 
of Sheffield under my leadership. 
Later still when Chief Executive 
of AEA Technology, Peter invited 
me to join the Science and 
Engineering Advisory Board. So 
we have had many professional 
connections and I have every 
reason to be grateful to Peter’s 
long term support of my work. 
This is repeated with so many 
people who have been involved 
with Peter, one might suggest 
his greatest contribution has 
been through the support of 
researchers and technologist in 
their careers, the case studies 
are endless.

All through his rapid rise in 
management, Peter remained 
unchanged and unaffected by 

his seniority. His accent, though 
attenuated, remained in the North 
East, his lifestyle was unchanged 
by the unsought and unexpected 
major  windfall which came his 
way when Porterbrook Leasing, 
of which he was Chairman after 
a buyout of BR managers on 
privatisation was resold in 1996. 
He supported his colleagues 
to the hilt, he was generous in 
his patronage and support. He 
always liked a bacon sandwich 
and a pint of beer. His standards 
were exacting, not least in the 
preparation of presentations, 
he enjoyed a frank discussion, 
he thrived on debate and when 
he said he would take action on 
something, there was never any 
question that it would be done.

In recording our sympathy 
to his wife Elizabeth and his 
family, we record that Peter’s 
passing leaves a great hole 
in our various communities, 
but we can rejoice in his many 
achievements, his friendship and 
his unstinting support of others.

Professor Roderick A Smith, 
FREng, ScD

*K N Smith, P Watson, T H 
Topper, A Stress-Strain Function 
for the Fatigue of Metals, ASTM 
Jo. Materials, Vol 5, No 4, pp 
767-778.

11
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The EIS was founded in 1985, but the D&FG can trace its roots 
back to September 1973 and the first Fatigue Group conference 
in October 1974 at City University, London with later ones at 
Warwick University (such as Applications of Computers in Fatigue, 
April 1978) with numerous international participants. Nobody knew 
they were founding a dynasty and recollections are hazy. Founding 
members include the late Peter Watson (our president until 2015), 
John Edwards and we believe a young Rod Smith, now Prof. We 
were supported by various organisations such as NEL (Ken Marsh, 
Les Pook), UKAEA (Gerry Sumner and later Brian Tomkins), City 
University (Bob Bathgate and Don MacDiarmid), RAE Farnborough 
(John Sturgeon). EIS News was first published in October 1986.

Founding member Dr Frank Sherratt (Warwick University) always 
said that the EIS would never influence the direction of academic 
research, but we could influence the uptake of new methods by 
industry from academia, so our role is one of education and sharing 
ideas. As the first and a long standing editor of this journal, and 
its EIS News predecessor, he kept to that principle by publishing 
papers that could help practising engineers.

Around 1980-83 the group held a range of informal meetings, 
including technical weekends in Grindleford (Derbyshire) which 
demonstrates the commitment and enthusiasm for our engineering 
discipline. These were a combination of presentations and 
discussions, highly valued by the members and strongly supported 
by GKN Technology (Peter Watson, Stuart Hill, Brian Dabell and Phil 
Irving (now Cranfield University))

In 1983 the fatigue group celebrated the 10th anniversary with 
a dinner at Queens’ 
College, Cambridge, 
and went on to celebrate 
25 years at Sheffield 
University, both hosted 
by Prof Rod Smith who 
has kindly summarised 
some of the Society’s 
earlier landmarks above.

Group Chairmen: John Edwards, Peter Blackmore, Kevin Selby, 
Stuart Hill, Robert Cawte.
News & Journal Editors: Roy Hartle, Dr Frank Sherratt, Prof John 
Yates, Prof Joseph Giacomin, Dr Karen Perkins.

Major Conferences:
• EIS 1 Measurement and Fatigue (1986 Bournemouth, edited 

John Tunna)
• EIS 2 Engineering Structural Integrity Through Testing (20th-

22nd March 1990 Birmingham, edited HG Morgan)
• 1992, 1993 & 1994 – Engineering Integrity, Technical Needs of 

Rolling Stock Leasing (with IMechE, Birmingham’s ICC) in the 
soon to be privatised British Rail; Wohler would have been proud.

• EIS 95 – Product Optimisation for Integrity. Computers: a boon 
or burden? Sheffield Hallam University.

• Fatigue 2000 – Materials Components and Structures - 
Robinson College, Cambridge.

• Fatigue 2003 & 2007 - Materials Components and Structures – 
Queens’ College, Cambridge.

The Society has always tried to encourage young and newly 
qualified engineers to take an active part in the various committees. 
Some of these young researchers are now professors, continuing 
the links between academia and industrial practice. “From Academia 
to Industry”, May 1998 at Warwick University, was the first seminar 
where we offered a Durability Prize, for the best presentations on 
recent work by students (with the emphasis on presentation and 
handling discussion, not just technical subjects). The prize is also 
run at our conferences with refereed papers.

It is hard to believe that in the 1980s computers were kept in large 
air-conditioned rooms and many engineers did not even use them. A 
browse of the latest equipment advertised in our journal in the 1990s 
still showed measurement equipment that consisted of dedicated 
electronic boxes and displays with no sign of a computer, and as late 
as 1998 one was advertising paperless recording. Finite Element 
Analysis (FEA) had been around since the 1950s in its simplest 
form, and was now being used for fatigue analysis, with the first 
products launched in the late 1980s, but still used as a diagnostic or 
research tool well into the 1990s. A large proportion of routine fatigue 
analyses were still performed from strain gauge data and had been 
since before the society was founded. Today FEA is not only used 
for much more complex analyses in general (thermal, dynamic and 
non-linear), but it has frequently replaced fatigue tests, or at least 
all but final ones and there is an ongoing desire to replace as many 
tests as possible. Both analysis and laboratory tests have their 
pros and cons which we frequently debate, including the presence 
or absence of noise. Wise use has seen a shift to faster-cheaper 
assessment by FEA, before wasting time on a potential test failure, 
and then using the signoff test to validate a final design. As more 
complex analyses are developed we must remember to divert the 
testing effort to model validation instead and to refine our methods. 
Prof Darrell Socie’s paper comparing fatigue software (journal 36) 
confirmed that it is now easier to get better fatigue results than it 
was 30 years ago but not necessarily more accurate; dealing with 
scatter and high reliability still requires testing. Despite Wohler’s 
fine example (measure the loads and test the material) many are 
reluctant to characterise their chosen material in fatigue specimen 
terms, as it is far cheaper to base them on tensile strength; just in 
case anyone still questions the value of specimen testing look no further 
than Dr Peter Blackmore’s papers comparing empirical expectations 
with fatigue specimen test results in journals 17, 27 (2005, 2009).

While simple constant amplitude tests were common (as used 
by Wohler and still useful), in the 1990s there was considerable 
interest in real loads – or equivalent representative standard loading 
histories. Standard loading histories were proposed and evaluated 
for various applications; the aerospace industry had started this 
in the 1970s, or earlier, and automotive examples were proposed 
in the 1980s. Some were better suited to comparative work, but a 
step forward on maximum load tests. In 1996 a paper explained 
how reduced measurements taken in a car could be returned to the 
office by a modem. Some work focussed on obtaining real customer 
usage profiles to define realistic requirements, equally applicable to 

History of the EIS Durability and Fatigue Group
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field testing, rig testing or calculations – it was being used in FEA 
for real. Work on general purpose fatigue calculations from random 
vibrations had been carried out by Dr Turan Dirlik (1985), supervised 
by Frank Sherratt no less, but it took a few more of his PhD students 
(some published in journal 18) before it was offered in software 
suited to industrial applications. Now it is just another tool in the box.

Who could forget the millennium bug? 1999 brought a last minute 
dash to see if computers and software could function with a year 
of 00, giving rise to endless testing of software, the opportunity to 
get a new computer or sadly the loss of an old favourite. By now 
computers were widely used for real signal processing, giving rise 
to the opportunity to create representative test rig signals by editing 
the non-damaging parts of signals to create faster tests. Theory 
meets practice.

Composites and bonded structures: This was a far cry from our 
usual sphere of activity, but designing composite structures needs a 
whole new mind-set. First aired at a 1977 fatigue group conference 
in London, the first EIS event “Fatigue in non-metallics” was 
held at the RAF Club in London on 22 October 1986; a decade 
later it was growing increasingly important and “Moving Over to 
Composites” included a paper by Prof Bryan Harris (Bath University) 
demonstrating fatigue mechanisms and failure modes. Composites 
also creep, journal 23. In EIS Journal  1 (1997) there was a detailed 
article on the use of bonded joints in Formula 1 (motor racing) and in 
turn that was mainly of composite structures. Joints between metal 
and composite were also a challenge, and still are as the properties 
were highly dependent on joining methods and practice and required 
very specific testing to characterise their performance. The advice 
in it is as valid today as when it was written. Over a decade later, 
2008, the IMechE magazine (PE) carried an interview with Boeing 
about the Dreamliner claiming that composites do not suffer fatigue. 
Joining the wings to the fuselage of the Boeing Dreamliner was 
given as a reason for project delays.

Articles carried in our journal were as varied as noise measurement 
to rail vehicle crash worthiness to crack growth testing and were 
often solicited from presenters at our seminars, or Durability Prize 
winners. Prediction of crack growth by FEA was used in the nuclear 
industry in the 60s, by 2007 it was applied on fine detail such as 
rivets in cold-worked aerospace alloys.

One-day seminars ranged from the relatively pragmatic Surfaces & 
Fatigue (1993 Coventry) covering all the issues we used to gloss 
over such as residual stresses (Journal 18, 24 and still a hot topic 
in 2015) and Fretting and Fatigue (1997) to Welding and Joining 
(2001, Coventry) which considered both traditional and leading 
edge techniques and the more academically challenging Multi-axial 

Fatigue (Sheffield University 1994) which is still a challenge today. 
Other high-tech topics have included Using High Temperature 
Alloys (at Risley) and Corrosion Fatigue (Swansea University, 1998 
and Filton 1999).

A popular topic Failure Investigation (1995), always drew larger 
audiences, but it is increasingly difficult to get companies to discuss 
failures. The theme was disguised a little in 1999 as a series of 
case studies, as people like a path to follow. Despite this we still 
see sharp radii and holes in high stress areas; a copy of Peterson 
anyone? Clearly the task of education applies to each generation.

While many engineers (misguidedly) believe in fatigue limits, thanks 
to Wohler’s published work, light alloys such as aluminium were 
perceived as radically different and led to demand for Fatigue of 
Light Alloys (1994). By 1998 we published a BMW article on test 
validation of an aluminium suspension system, 2001 saw original 
work on fatigue of self-pierced rivet joints and of course by now an 
aluminium car is no longer a novelty. Recently (journal 34, 2013) a 
whole new dimension has been introduced: electric and hybrid cars, 
challenging our usual assumptions and methods.

In the 1990s stereo lithography had arrived and is now the 3D 
printing we all know of, but the concepts have progressed from 
rapid prototyping to medium volume production; in 2010 we held 
our first seminar on the subject Additive Layer Manufacture  
(Wolverhampton University, Telford) specifically to understand the 
structural properties, taking the application for granted. 

Fatigue of (train) rails is often caused by Rolling Contact Fatigue 
and a paper appeared in our journal in 2002, explaining the tragic 
October 2000 crash at Hatfield. In the same edition we see work to 
simulate the fatigue life of automotive components including their 
manufacturing history (formed thin sheet). The same year also saw 
papers on high temperature fatigue, while 2003 included fatigue of 
spot welds and silicon chips.

Many of our seminars focussed on technology or methods, as 
opposed to a particular industry, so encouraging the uptake of ideas 
from other industries. The first article on wind turbines appeared in 
our journal in 1999 (noise) and on structural assessment methods 
and hydrodynamic loads (both 2008) but we also had a series 
of structural integrity related seminars that covered all forms of 
mechanical renewable devices (wind, wave & tidal) in 2006, 2008 and 
2010, which covered test, analysis, measurement and monitoring.

Given the spread of topics one might wonder why there are different 
committees in the EIS apart from heritage. The answer is that 
we do of course collaborate when appropriate, but is mainly one 
of background and links to academia; while university research 
projects include a wealth of test and measurement, it is used to 
understand underlying damage mechanisms that can be used in 
analytical models and analysis methods; industrial testing is to 
validate predictions and of course provide the vital inputs; in that 
sense nothing has changed in the last 30 years, but when you look 
at what we can usefully predict, we have come a long way in 30 years.

Robert Cawte, HBM United Kingdom

Wohler                 Wohler s-n curve
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History of the Simulation, Test & Measurement Group
In March 1988, a conference was held at Alveston Manor 
in Stratford-on-Avon under the auspices of Austin Rover 
and MTS. It was well supported by 54 engineers from the 
European automotive industry. The topic under discussion 
was the development & use of different iterative control 
systems for lab simulation testing.

1988 Conference attendees - courtesy Colin Dodds

During the evenings, as the beers were downed, a few like 
minds thought that it would be useful to continue these 
discussions, without the patronage of MTS. This would 
broaden the audience and offer a more generic discussion 
on the methodology. The EIS had been formed in 1985; it 
comprised two groups: the Fatigue Group & the Ground 
Vehicle Instrumentation Group (GVIG). The Lab Simulation 
and Test Group (LSTG) was added in 1989 to embrace the 
ideas originating at that conference, enhance the activities of 
the EIS and provide a forum for engineers to discuss:

• The philosophy and problems of simulation and testing 
in the laboratory

• Laboratory accreditation, calibration and management 
systems

• Future trends of equipment manufacturers and users for 
simulating service conditions in the laboratory. 

Under the Chairmanship of Trevor Margereson, the Group 
ran its first conference on the “philosophy and practice 
in simulation testing of components and structures” in 
September 1990 again at Alveston Manor. Once again, Bill 
Dunn, who organised the conference managed to attract an 
international audience with some notable attendees: Dr. D. 
Shutz (LBF, Germany) and Nigel Linden, then of MTS. 

Success breeds success and this conference became 
an annual event. It was well supported (~100 delegates) 
through the 1990s with attendees from the American, 
Japanese & European automotive industry. The venue 
continued at Stratford-on-Avon, and later moved to the 
Heritage Motor Centre. As usually happens at conferences, 
the best discussions take place after dinner, with liquid 
refreshment relaxing the mind! In the picture, taken in 1993, 
we were enwrapped by “thoughts” from John Edwards, then 
of Testwell and latterly, GKN before he retired.

Words of wisdom from John Edwards - courtesy Bill Dunn

Another interesting character at these conferences was 
Helmut Naundorf (BMW) who gave us a presentation on 
his unique simulation test systems, each with a named 
acronym – e.g. MARBEL – not an exotic girl’s name, but the 
“multi-axial rig for bearing endurance tests under operational 
loads”! 

The conference dinners were often notable events in 
themselves: Warwick Castle with its medieval banquet 
removed the inhibitions of even the most erudite engineer!

The annual simulation, test and measurement conferences 
ran successfully until 2004; this was held at the University of 
Hertfordshire’s de Havilland Campus. Although the program 
encompassed motorcycles, cars and trains, the numbers 
attending were small and it proved to be the last in the 
series. The lab simulation technology and methodology had 
matured and become common place in test laboratories. The 
interest in the quirks and enhancements had died. In addition, 
the recession in the early 1990s and decline in company 
earnings had put a lid on funds to attend conferences.

In the meantime, in 1992, Ellis (John) Wilkinson took 
over chairmanship of the GVIG from John Draper; John 
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had become EIS Chairman and was not able to serve 
both functions. Soon afterwards, the name of the GVIG 
was changed to MSG (Measurement Systems Group) to 
recognise that the group needed to cater for a wider range 
of ‘instrumentation subjects’ than purely ground vehicles. 
The MSG merged with the LSTG and formed the Simulation, 
Test and Measurement Group (STMG) in 1998. The group 
structure within the EIS had been under discussion for some 
time and there was a belief that “modern engineering does 
not allow people to ignore developments in technical areas 
which are not quite in their own specialised field. ”

Around the same time, Ellis initiated the NVH group before it 
nominated its own Chairman, Bernard Challen.

In 2005, the STMG reviewed its conference programme 
and decided to focus on expanding the successful annual 
instrumentation, analysis and testing exhibition (IATE) that it 
had inherited from the GVIG and concentrate on organising 
a number of one day events in the future. The first of these 
events was held at Ford in Dunton and discussed a business 
case for optimising designs in product development.

Throughout this period and beyond the STMG hosted two 
working groups:

• Use and accuracy of on board vehicle data systems
 for data logging (OBD & CANBUS)
•  Data analysis software verification

The former was led by David Ensor at MIRA and the latter by 
Barrie May at PROSIG. Through the 1990s, these working 
groups held seminars to discuss and report progress.

The Group supported a wide range of one day conferences 
from 2005 onwards. We do not have the space to name 
them all, but the sample below gives a flavour of the broad 
range of interests promoted by the Society and GVIG.  

• Data Analysis Techniques (2006)
•  Manufacturing Effects and Fatigue in Aerospace (2007)
•  Weight saving and structural integrity in rail vehicles 

(jointly with the IMechE) (2007)
•  Living with Aging plant (2009)
• Hydraulics in Testing (2013)
• Fundamentals of vehicle data collection (2014)

These events continue to be popular and will continue in this 
one day format.

However, the jewel in the crown has been the annual IATE 
which has gone from strength to strength with over 58 
exhibitors and 150 attendees at our last event. It moved 
from the Heritage Motor Museum at Gaydon to RAF 
Cosford in 2008 then to Silverstone in 2009, ending up in 
its current home in the Silverstone Wing, new exhibition 

and conference centre in 2012.  
 
An innovative feature of these exhibitions was the introduction 
in 2011, by the then Chairman Conway Young of discussion 
forums where a panel of experts were assembled for open 
discussion. Topics have included:

•  4 and 7-Poster testing
• Improvements on the whole testing and predictive 

process
• Residual strain – effects and considerations
• Similar vehicle have similar loads - why collect data?

Over the years, we have been served with supportive and 
active chairmen who are thanked for their time and effort 
to maintain the interest in and varied activities of the group: 

 •  Trevor Margereson (1989-2004)
 • Richard Hobson (2004-2010)
 • Conway Young (2010-2012)
 • Geoff Rowlands (2013-      )

Finally, is there a future for the STMG? In Schutz’s1  
historical perspective on fatigue in 1996, he concluded: “The 
transferability to actual components of fatigue data obtained 
with specimens is completely unsolved. This problem is 
-- intentionally or unintentionally -- passed over in silence. 
Yet….fatigue tests have shown the damage sums to failure 
of actual components to be much lower than those of 
specimens -- to mention just one problem of transferability.” 
Nothing has happened to change that view. Component and 
vehicle testing with its supporting technologies will be with 
us for a long time to come!                  
                   

Colin Dodds, Dodds & Associates
1W Schütz: “ A history of fatigue” Eng. Fracture Mechanics, Vol. 54, No. 2, pp 263-300, 1996.

Instrumentation, Analysis & Testing Exhibition, Silverstone 2015
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History of the Sound & Vibration Product Perception Group

Developments in instruments and techniques for sound 
& vibration measurements over the last 30 years

The advances in instrumentation and the measurements 
that can be performed with it, have changed almost beyond 
recognition since 1985. The toolbox of measurement 
solutions available to the sound and vibration engineer 
today, could scarcely have been imagined back then. In 
many respects, compared to the 1980’s, we are now solidly 
in “Star Trek” territory.

Developments in technology go hand in hand with required 
measurement techniques, applications and standardisation. 
Though, it is probably fair to say that, over this time period, 
technology has been the driving force – bringing huge 
improvements in terms of scope, ease of use and, in many 
new cases, completely new approaches to measurement, 
testing and development.

So, what have been the driving forces in technology that 
have enabled such amazing expansion and developments 
in what it is possible to measure? Well, without question, 
the incredible advances that have been made in electronics 
generally and processing power in particular, lie at the heart 
of much of the revolution in measurement instrumentation 
and solutions. This, together with greatly improved 
manufacturing techniques (CNC’s, micro-machining, 
precision welding, laser technology, etc.), have resulted in 
the array of high-tech tools available today.

At the time of the mid-1980’s, most instruments were 
just that, instruments – each in its own metal case, with 
four rubber feet underneath and an array of sockets and 
rotary knobs on the front. Generally, instruments had a 

specific function – they were amplifiers, signal generators 
or analysers for example and most (with the exception of 
sound level or vibration meters) came with a mains cable 
and were reassuringly solid and heavy. Towards the end of 
the eighties, more portable, battery-powered instruments 
were becoming available, though they generally had their 
own dedicated user interface – a cathode ray tube or, later 
on, black and white LCD display.

One influence on instrument design which had great 
effect, but which was not under the control of equipment 
manufacturers, was the requirement, imposed in the early 
90’s, for products to be designed so as to comply with the 
EMC Directive. In many cases, this legal requirement forced 
the withdrawal and re-design of many established products.

To get a better feel for the changes in instrumentation and the 
benefits they have brought, let’s consider three main areas of 
sound and vibration measurement kit - transducers, analysis 
and recording and systems for advanced applications:

Transducers: In some respects, this is an area where, at 
least visually, the least dramatic changes have occurred. The 
piezo-electric charge accelerometer, since its introduction in 
1942, was always a capable device, with wide frequency 
and dynamic ranges. The introduction of shear-design in 
the mid-seventies, greatly reduced susceptibility unwanted 
effects such as temperature transients and base-bending. 
Titanium construction had also been introduced in the 
seventies. Major developments in the last 30 years include 
incorporation of integral amplifiers (initially constant voltage 

In around 1990 the EIS Council agreed to create an additional 
group, to focus on the important field of Noise Vibration 
and Harshness.  Ellis (now John) Wilkinson volunteered 
to initiate the NVH group partly as this subject was within 
his area of responsibility at Millbrook Proving Ground. A 
fledgling committee was formed and the first committee 
meeting took place at Cranfield University early in 1994 
with Ellis as acting Chairman.  After a further meeting the 
group nominated its own Chairman, Bernard Challen and 
Ellis stood down and re-engaged with the STMG. The first 
event of the NVH Group was entitled ‘Sound Measurement 
Workshop – Getting Meaningful Results’ and was held at 
MIRA on 17th June 1998.  In 2001 Bernard stepped down and 
Andrew Middleton took over the Chair, holding the position 
until 2009, when he retired, soon after unfortunately passing 
away. In the absence of any volunteer from the committee, 
Ellis Wilkinson agreed to be acting Chairman and within a 
few months the committee was strengthened significantly 
with a mixture of several founder members returning and 

several new to the EIS.  

Since then the group changed name to SVPP (Sound 
& Vibration Product Perception), to emphasise the key 
deliverable of designing products that have complementary 
and pleasant sound and vibration attributes for customers. 
This moves away from the old view of minimising sound 
pressure level to the state of the art approach of tailoring 
the sound quality of the product to enhance the customer 
experience.

We have focussed on producing one event per year 
and have had several very successful joint events, for 
example at WMG, University of Warwick, Brunel University, 
Southampton University and this year at MIRA.

John Wilkinson
Chairman
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line-drive, later constant current line-drive or, as we now know 
it, IEPE). In the last few years, development in miniature 
electronics has meant that such built-in amplifiers can now 
withstand temperatures as high as 180ºC. TEDS (Transducer 
Electronic Data Sheet) now makes measurement setup 
much easier, by allowing information such as calibration and 
sensitivity, to be stored on the transducer itself, and then 
automatically interfaced with the analysis system.

Measurement microphones, first introduced in the 1950’s, 
also stayed essentially unchanged, to the casual observer. 
Things really started to happen from the 1980’s. Firstly, 
the need to supply an external polarization voltage was 
removed, by the introduction of pre-polarised designs. Then, 
thicker, more robust, stainless steel diaphragms greatly 
improved robustness. More radical design changes became 
possible with the introduction of titanium technology, which 
paved the way for a new breed of “flat” microphones – now 
routinely used in the automotive and aerospace industries for 
surface applications. Further recent developments include 
IEPE preamplifiers (meaning that the same measurement 
instrument can be used for both acoustic and vibration 
inputs) and multi-field microphones, which are particularly 
useful for minimizing sound field errors when making in-car 
measurements.

The general trends in transducer design therefore, have 
been to improve ease of use, robustness and generally 
extend the operating envelope, to help minimise potential 
measurement errors.

Analysis and recording: The increase in the capabilities 
of systems for this “bread and butter” work, is nothing short 
of astounding. There is just no comparison between the 
capabilities of an analyser of the 1980’s (though often a thing 
of beauty) and of today. Gone are the largely application-
specific, individual user-interface, “box” analysers, replaced 
by small, lightweight and generally function and channel-
scalable designs.

In the early 1980’s, the two tasks of analysis and recording 
were the domains of separate instruments. Nowadays, a 
single “platform” can invariably accommodate both, whether 
it be a multi-channel system or one that fits in your hand. 

The seismic shift in analyser design came in the 1990’s, 
when the development and availability of computers made 
it possible to separate the functions of signal conditioning, 
A/D conversion, anti-aliasing etc. (the “front-end”), from 
signal processing. At this point, the rationale for designing 
a new GUI for every analyser / recorder, fell away. The age 
of the PC-based analyser had begun! The old box analyser 
has given way to small, lightweight and almost infinitely 
expandable front-end hardware, connected by a single LAN 
cable to a laptop.

When the first of the new breed of analysers started to 
emerge in the mid 1990’s, native computing power of the still 
relatively new desktop PC, was generally insufficient to meet 
the needs of real-time analysis. It was therefore necessary 
to perform the necessary “number-crunching” by using 
custom-designed DSP cards or by using a “workstation” 
computer. Over the last 20 years, Moore’s Law has made 
it generally possible to use low-cost, modest specification, 
portable laptops, for all but the most demanding of channel-
counts or applications.

Modern PC-based analyser systems, using the latest 24-bit 
A/D converter technology can now boast dynamic ranges of 
around 160dB, frequency ranges from DC to over 200kHz 
and channel counts from 1 to 1000’s. Gone are the days 
when a recorder comprised a big box with two reels of 
magnetic tape sitting on top, now all signals can be streamed 
to the computer’s hard-drive, simultaneously with real-time 
FFT and CPB analysis. Amazing!

Advanced Measurement Techniques

So, what have all these developments in hardware and 
software meant, in terms of what the engineers can actually 
do? Let’s consider just a few applications which have been 
transformed over the last 30 or so years.

Noise Source Location: The first two-microphone Sound 
Intensity analysing system was introduced in 1982. Only four 
years later and with incorporation of the early workstation 
computers, the first STSF (Spatial Transformation of Sound 
Fields) or near-field acoustic holography systems came in to 

Analysis - from this…                         to this

Noise source location - from this…           to this
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use – the “Microphone Array” system was born. Although the 
early systems had their limitations (source stationarity, large 
measurement surface, etc.) they enabled visualisation of the 
sound field from practical noise sources (such as cars), both 
in the measurement plane and out in to the far-field, at low 
and medium frequencies. Later, the development of acoustic 
beamforming extended the upper frequency limit of source 
mapping and also made far-field measurements possible. 

Since those early days, this field of applications has 
mushroomed. Now it is possible to perform accurate, 
calibrated, acoustic mapping over the entire audio 
range, in one quick measurement, with an array that can 
generally be carried in a suitcase. Non-stationary, time or 
RPM-synchronised, measurements in pretty-much any 
environment, close up or far field  - is all possible. It is just a 
matter of deciding what you want to do, choosing the right 
array and away you go! 

Structural Testing: Back in the 1980’s, there were two main 
limitations on performing modal testing on structures. Firstly, 
multi-channel analyser system were in their infancy, it was 
quite a sophisticated system that could accommodate 20 
or more triaxial accelerometers simultaneously. Secondly, 
processing power of the computer could mean that you 
might literally need to leave the computer running overnight 
before you could see some results! Fast-forward 30 years 
and it is not uncommon for a modal test system to comprise 
hundreds of inputs, all simultaneously measured, to high 
frequency. Furthermore, the analysis system will now 
perform all the curve-fitting, and animation before you can 
finish your cup of coffee!

Simulation: This new and growing area of R&D work, 
particularly gaining popularity within the automotive industry, 
incorporates physical acoustic and vibration (source-path) 
measurements on a vehicle to create a computer model of 
the NVH properties of a vehicle. This model can then be 
“driven” (by use of screen, steering wheel, pedals and audio 
playback system) to allow engineers to understand how it 
would sound and feel (through the seat and steering wheel) 
to drive a real car -  long before any metal has been cut. 
Such modelling techniques can also be used to verify CAE 
models or simulate the sound a pedestrian would hear from 
an approaching electric vehicle. Perhaps this, still relatively 
new addition to the engineers toolbox, indicates just how far 
things have progressed over the last 30 years. Captain Kirk 
would certainly be impressed!

One aspect of the changes of the last 30 years not so far 
mentioned is purchase price. Back in 1985, if you saw fit (for 
whatever reason) to take a frequency analyser home, the 
chances are it would double the value of your house (or at least 
insurance premium). Now, the value of a vastly more capable 
system would probably be no more than 10% of the cost of your 
house!. Whether that is progress depends upon your viewpoint.

Unlike the situation back in 1985, today’s engineers rarely 
need to worry about whether their measurement / analysis 
system can perform the task in hand – they do still however, 
perhaps more than ever, need to decide beforehand what 
it is they need to achieve and make sure they mount the 
accelerometers correctly! We can only imagine what 
changes the next 30 years will bring!

Keith Vickers
Bruel & Kjaer UK Ltd

Simulation - from nowhere…
to this

   Diary of Events
30th Anniversary Event and Dinner

6 November 2015
Hogarth’s Hotel, Solihull

*    *    *

4th Durability & Fatigue Advances in Wind, Wave
and Tidal Energy
28 January 2016

BAWA, Filton

*    *    *

Instrumentation, Analysis & Testing Exhibition
15 March 2016

Silverstone

*    *    *

Fatigue 2017
3-5 July 2017

Downing College, Cambridge
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As this issue of the journal celebrates 30 years of the Society 
we thought we thought we would reproduce this article from 
the first EIS International Conference, held at Bournemouth 
in March 1996.  Delegates were asked to submit an analysis 
of the fatigue life of a teaspoon and this is the winning entry.

ABSTRACT 

This report summarises a short term project carried out under 
the auspices of EIS to predict the fatigue life of teaspoons. 
The study points the need for initiating long term international 
collaboration effort to study this complex problem. 

INTRODUCTION 

The teaspoon was invented many centuries ago, soon after 
the discovery of tea, somewhere in China. (1) The authors 
rightfully concluded that use of the right hand index finger for 
the purpose of stirring caused considerable inconvenience, 
particularly when the tea was hot. 

It is now common knowledge that fatigue life is controlled 
by load history, geometry of component and material 
properties. (2) The teaspoon has over the centuries 
confirmed a widespread feeling that things are more often 
than not used in applications not intended by the designer. 
The following section describes in brief the teaspoon fatigue 
load environment. This is followed by a probablistic analysis 
of teaspoon fatigue failure and its consequences. The 
remaining sections are proposed to be written up after the 
next tea break. 

LOAD HISTORY AND ENVIRONMENT 

As pointed out earlier, the teaspoon was originally designed 
to stir a cup of clear Chinese tea. The British tourists during 
their prolonged stay on the Indian Subcontinent enjoyed 
frequent cups of tea inducing well known load frequency 
effects. They also included certain distortions into the load 
spectrum. Viscosity induced load component increased 

Teaspoon Fatigue Life Prediction
R. Sunder, N.A.L. Tea Club, DARJEELING 

when milk was added to the tea. Also, historical evidence 
points to instances when the operators (unknowingly or due 
to lack of experience) threw out the tea decoction and stirred 
the tea leaves instead. 

Load history variation due to the factors described above 
obviously can be taken into account through suitable Minor 
Rule Corrections. However, the teaspoon load history over 
the years has become much more complicated (largely due 
to change in application). 

The first instance is the use of the teaspoon to stir coffee. 
Ordinary coffee is by itself more viscous than tea but consider 
the case of the Turks. Their coffee is almost a paste. 

It must be noted that teaspoons have been subjected to many 
serious overload conditions in a certain hotel in a particular 
Southern resort of the U.K. In that hotel, teaspoons are 
actually used to scoop out delicious morsels of ‘Grapefruit 
with Grenadine’. 

One (absent minded) resident was discovered attempting 
to slice a medium rare sirloin steak with a teaspoon. It was 
interesting to note that he eventually succeeded after a 
dozen teaspoons had suffered out of plane buckling (and 
the waiters remembered the knife and fork). 

BRIEF CONCLUSION 

The probability of fatigue failure of teaspoons has been 
found to be of the same order as sticking a fork into the eye 
instead of the mouth. 

REFERENCES 

1. Ti et al. This reference was destroyed in the process of 
preparing the second cup of tea. 

2. Proceedings EIS Conference, ‘Measurement & Fatigue’. 
March 11 - 20, Bournemouth. Ed. J. Tunna 
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According to Manson

 
..................... (1)

    = area reduction, in this case assume      = 70%

From equation 1 we get

 N  =  3.8 cycles = 7.6 reversals

      8 reversals
  

From: Jack Samuelson - VOLVO BM

THE TEASPOON

Assumptions  r = 6 mm
  h = 1.5 mm
    
 ε =      = 0.25  
  

MEMBERSHIP 

The Engineering Integrity Society is an independent charitable organisation, supported and sponsored by industry.  
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continue to be interested in new members from all sectors.
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• Discounts to EIS events.  
• Access to Task Groups, to take part, or to receive information and recommendations.

 Fees: Personal Membership (UK)  £25 a year 
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  Corporate Membership (1 April - 31 March) £400+VAT a year  (pro rata)

Application forms can be downloaded from the membership page at www.e-i-s.org.uk

If your membership has expired or you are unsure if your membership is current, contact: info@e-i-s.org.uk
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How it Works: Towards understanding the tyre surface interface
The tyre / surface interface affects many road and runway 
properties ranging from friction, noise, rolling resistance 
to how dynamic load is transferred down through the 
constructed layers. These interface properties are of interest 
to engineers and material specialists from the vehicle, tyre 
and road construction sectors. Common terms are used by 
these sectors to describe their products e.g. safe, durable, 
sustainable, green, low energy. Despite this commonality, 
it may be argued that there is relatively little interaction 
between those who design, build and maintain roads and 
those involved in these other sectors. 

This short paper illustrates some recent research relating 
to measuring this interface from the perspective of the 
surface. Space limits this paper to four simple questions. 
The first question is how does a pneumatic tyre interact with 
a surface? The simplest method is to paint the tyre, load it 
onto cardboard and get parameters such as gross contact 
area, groove area, contact length and width. The paint patch 
tends to be circular at higher tyre inflation pressures and 

Figure 1. Comparison of contact patch for a semi slick and treaded tyre

Figure 2. Comparison of static contact patch for the three most common devices used in the UK (left to right the devices 
are pendulum tester, GripTester and SCRIM)

lower load; and elliptical at lower tyre inflation pressures and 
higher load. Similar relationships between inflation pressure, 
load, contact length width and length apply for different types 
of tyre. With regard to road design, this circular contact patch 
still forms the basis of how a tyre is assumed to interface 
with a road surface and transfer of load down through the 
different layers in the construction.

Although paint can show the contact patch of an under-
inflated tyre to be different to an over-inflated tyre it cannot 
quantify the actual values and distribution of contact stress. 
Greater detail can be obtained using pressure mapping. 
Figure 1 compares the contact patch for two tyres fitted 
to the same vehicle with the same loading and inflation 
pressures on a smooth surface. Although the contact 
areas are comparable, the distribution of vertical stress is 
significantly different. The semi-slick tyre has been designed 
to maximise grip in dry conditions, whilst the treaded tyre 
has been designed to optimise both dry and wet skid
resistance.
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The second question asks how the devices 
used to measure grip interact with a smooth 
surface and whether their interaction is 
similar to a vehicle tyre? There are about 
20 devices in use around Europe. Although 
they all measure skid resistance, the actual 
measurements can differ widely for the 
same road surface. The three most common 
devices used in the UK are the pendulum 
tester, GripTester and SCRIM. The pendulum 
tester is similar to a person sliding their foot 
along a surface to get a feel of its grip. The 
pendulum tester replaces the calibrated foot 
with a piece of spring-loaded standard rubber 
attached to the end of a pendulum arm. The 
GripTester is a longitudinal friction device 
in the form of 3 wheel towed trailer that 
measures skid resistance by simulating the 
interaction of a fixed slip tyre with the road 
surface in a longitudinal direction. The SCRIM 
is a transverse friction-measuring device that simulates 
interaction between a braked tyre and the road surface 
as an angled tyre turns into a corner. Figure 2 shows the 
contact patch for each device measured on a smooth 
surface. This shows their contact patch is not comparable 
to a vehicle tyre.

The third question considers the interface between the 
smooth GripTester friction measuring tyre and a typical 
English motorway surface material. Figure 3 shows a 
pressure map contact patch image measured at slow 
speed free rolling conditions. The image illustrates 
the distribution of contact stress corresponding to the 
road surface texture. This technique can be used to 
quantify the contact area for different types of surface 
materials, their contact pressure distributions and how 
these parameters change with time as the surface is 
trafficked. 

The fourth question considers how a tyre deforms as it 
moves over a surface. The example chosen relates to 
the laboratory method of measuring aggregate skid 
resistance. Figure 4 shows a test specimen that has 

been painted and then subjected to accelerated polishing 
involving interaction between the aggregate particles, 
solid tyre, abrasive and water. The test specimen was 
photographed and filters used to highlight where contact 
took place. Three dimensional modelling was used to 
determine the depth of tyre interaction into the test 
specimen surface texture. The example shows that only 
the top 1.17 mm of the aggregate particle has been 
subjected to accelerated testing at this interface. Should 
this continue to be used as a method of aggregate 
selection?

This short paper has considered 4 simple questions 
relating to understanding of the tyre surface interface 
from the perspective of the road. Space does not 
allow proper explanation of the examples given other 
than to highlight that these are issues that involve not 
only roads but other sectors relating to vehicles 
and tyres.

Dr David Woodward
Ulster University

Figure 3. Contact patch for a UK motorway asphalt showing how a 
GripTester contacts its surface texture under slow speed conditions

Figure 4. Aggregate / test tyre interaction during laboratory testing
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Report: Product Integrity Testing: An Integral Part of the Development Process

Following a brief introduction by Stuart 
Read (Tata Steel), John McCarthy 
of MAPS gave a presentation on 
measuring total strain. He talked 
about the use of MAPS to measure 
material condition and total strain 
giving various practical examples. 
He also discussed the issue that 
total strain, including residuals, 
is  frequently not allowed for in 
prediction and testing and will vary 
in the manufacturing process.

Simon Smith of the Welding 
Institute then delivered a session 
on performance testing of thick-
walled welded pipes for demanding 
applications in the offshore oil and 
gas sector. His presentation covered: 
toughness issues of welds, predictions 
and effect of residual stresses and 
implications to overall pipe integrity, 
characterising the effect of welding, 
forming and in-service strains on 
pipe performance and simulating test 
conditions for strain-based design of 
pipelines.

Over the lunch period delegates 
had the chance to take a tour of Tata 
Steel’s facilities and were able to have 
discussions with Tata Steel engineers 
in each of the areas.

After lunch David Norman of Tata Steel 
delivered a presentation on material 
properties at high strain rates. He 

spoke about establishing real material 
characteristics for high strain rate 
loading of steel components. He also 
highlighted that impact and collision 
performance requires accurate material 
data at these strain rates and must 
include the manufactured condition.

The final presentation of the day was 
delivered by Colin 
Dodds of the EIS and 
Dodds & Associates. 
His presentation 
covered structural 
validation of off-
highway vehicles 
using field data. In 
the development of 
specialized off-highway 

Held on 20 May 2015, Tata Steel, Rotherham 

This seminar, run by our Simulation, Test and Measurement Group, was kindly hosted by Tata Steel. 

vehicles, only a limited number of 
prototype vehicles and components 
are available for structural validation. 

Colin explained that the service 
loading is variable and uncertain 
and often the weld quality is 
unsatisfactory. He presented 
a case study of a validation 
program designed to achieve 
a given reliability and based on 
limited field measurements with 
3-4 prototypes and the use of 
“Gassner” SN curves.

The final part of the day was 
dedicated to a question and answer 
session. This was a particularly useful 
section of the day with delegates posing 
a stream of questions and scenarios to 
the presenters. Overall feedback was 
extremely positive and it was clear that 
delegates had found the event very 
worthwhile and informative.
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Report: Instrumentation, Analysis & Testing Exhibition 2015

The annual Instrumentation, Analysis 
and Testing Exhibition was held on 
17 March 2015 in the International 
Conference Centre at the Silverstone 
Wing. This was our most successful 
exhibition to date and once again the 
show was enlarged to accommodate 
as many exhibitors as possible. 
Sadly, we were not able to offer all the 
requesting exhibitors spaces and 
recommend booking early for 2016 
to avoid disappointment.

The exhibition was well-attended 
with visitor numbers increasing 
slightly on last year. Visitors came 
from a wide variety of industries 
including aerospace, material 
handling, automotive (including 
motorcycle, bus and coach, 
suspension manufacturers and F1 
teams), power generation, medical 
and design and test consultancies. 
The exhibition provides a great 

opportunity for visitors to see a wide 
range of instrumentation and analysis 
software, and to have the opportunity 
to discuss latest developments and 
their requirements, together with any 
instrumentation issues they are having 
difficulty in resolving in an informal 
atmosphere.  The exhibition also 
provides the opportunity for visitors to 
meet colleagues from other companies 
and industries.

Please see at the end of the report 
the list of exhibitors who attended the 
exhibition.

4 technical forums were held alongside 
the exhibition and these proved 
popular with attendees. Visitors had the 

opportunity to view brief presentations 
from a panel of experts before having 
the chance to raise questions. The 
relaxed, informal style of the forums 

allowed for audience participation and 
a number of interesting and stimulating 
debates took place. It is hoped that one 
or two of these sessions may lead on to 
one-day events in the near future. 

The forums were entitled:

Residual Strain and What is Failure
Similar Vehicles Have Similar Loads. 

(Why Collect Data?)
Durability Testing of Ground 

Vehicle and Aerospace Electronic 
Components and Systems

Metrology – Saving Time, Money and 
Tempers, and Reducing Waste

Additional interest was provided 
by Porsche who were using the 

Silverstone track for testing 
purposes throughout the day. Many 
visitors took advantage of the great 
views from the gallery to take in the 
action on the track.

Next year’s exhibition will be held 
on 15 March 2016, again in the 
Silverstone Wing and we hope to 
see many of you there. Entry to 
the exhibition and forums remains 

free to visitors, with complimentary 
refreshments provided throughout the day. 

The following exhibitors attended:

A & D Europe GmbH UK Branch
AcSoft Ltd
ASDEC
BMTA
Bose Ltd
Bruel & Kjaer
Carl Zeiss Ltd
CentraTEQ Ltd
Data Acquisition and Testing Services Ltd
Data Physics (UK) Ltd
Datron Technology Ltd
Dewesoft UK
DJB Instruments
Form and Test Seidner & Co Ltd
Fylde Electronics
Gantner Instrumentation
GOM UK Ltd
HBM United Kingdom Ltd
HGL Dynamics Ltd
IDT (UK) Ltd
Infolytica Europe

Interface Force Measurements Ltd
Jaeger Computergesteuerte Messtechnik /
     ADAS
KDPES
Kemo Ltd
Kistler Instruments Ltd
M&P International (UK) Ltd
Mecmesin
Meggitt Sensing Systems
Micro-Epsilon
Moog
MTS Systems
Muller BBM-VAS
Nprime
P.A.R.C. Ltd
PCB Piezotronics Ltd
Photo-Sonics International Ltd
Polytec
QTP Environmental Ltd
Racelogic Ltd
SEE

Sensorland
Sensors UK
Servotest
Shimadzu
Siemens PLM Software
Smart Fibres Ltd
Stack Ltd
Star Hydraulics
Strainsense Ltd
Techni Measure
Tesla Test Systems
Thermal Vision Research
THP Systems Ltd
Tiab Ltd
Transmission Dynamics
Variohm
Vishay Measurements Group UK Ltd
V-Teq Vibration Services Ltd
Yokogawa
Zwick Testing Machines Ltd
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Industry News
Welcome to the Industry News section 
of the journal. Thank you to everyone 
for their submissions.  The nominal limit 
for entry is 200 words, which should be 
sent to eis@amberinstruments.com or 
posted to EIS, c/o Amber Instruments 
Ltd, Dunston House, Dunston Road, 
Chesterfield, S41 9QD.  We would 
appreciate you not sending entries by 
fax.

Ricardo announces second annual 
motorcycle industry conference

Following the success of last year’s 
event, Ricardo Motorcycle has 
announced that its second annual 
conference will take place at the 
Museo Nazionale della Scienza e della 
Tecnologia Leonardo da Vinci, in the 
Sala del Cenacolo in Milan on 16th 
November – the day before the start of 
EICMA 2015, the premier global trade 
show for two-wheeled transport.

The Ricardo Motorcycle conference 
will draw together senior management, 
engineers and thought-leaders of the 
world’s motorcycle industries to discuss 
future trends, legislative and market 
drivers and technological opportunities. 
Addressing some of the key challenges 
and opportunities facing the global 
motorcycle industries, the focus will 
fall on issues such as the latest vehicle 
and powertrain technologies, future 
emissions legislation, and trends in the 
design of urban mobility products.

The confirmed speakers at the 2015 
Ricardo Motorcycle conference 
reflect the international perspective 
and technological rigour of the 
event. Presentations will be made 
by representatives of prestigious 
motorcycle brands Ducati, KTM, 
Piaggio and Yamaha, while supplier 
perspectives will be provided by key 
staff from Bosch, Gates Corporation 
and Ricardo Motorcycle. Cutting-edge 
research input will also come from 
academics based at the Technische 
Universität Graz and Politecnico di 
Milano, both institutions with a particular 
technologicial focus on the motorcycle 
industries. The conference will close 

with a presentation by a representative 
of the European Commission’s Institute 
for Energy and Transport on the 
potential impact of future emissions 
regulations.

Further details can be found at: www.
motorcycleconference.com.

Advanced Engineering UK 2015
4 - 5 November 2015, NEC, 
Birmingham UK

Hosted across SIX purpose built ‘show-
floor’ auditoriums, the 2015 Open 
Conference programme represents the 
UK’s largest ‘free to attend’ conference 
agenda, providing attendees with 
an invaluable blend of expert insight 
covering the latest innovation, 
technology and applications from 
thought leaders throughout each of the 
show sectors. In addition the two day 
programme provides powerful insight 
into the shaping of sector landscapes, 
updates on important industry 
programmes, collaborative initiatives, 
and contributions from pivotal 
national, international and regional 
organisations, active in developing 
the infrastructure of the advanced 
engineering sector.

Further information: http://www.
advancedengineeringuk.com/aeuk-
2015-open-conference/

Get hands on with precision sensors 
and measurement systems at the 
Engineering Design Show

Precision sensor manufacturer Micro-
Epsilon UK will be showcasing its full 
range of sensor technologies at the 
Engineering Design Show, stand C25, 
21st October – 22nd October 2015, at 
the Ricoh Arena, Coventry. A variety of 
displacement measurement sensors 
will be on display, including non-contact 
capacitive, confocal and inductive 
LVDT sensors, as well as 2D/3D laser 
profile sensors, colour recognition 
sensors, infrared temperature sensors 
and thermal imaging cameras.
 
Visitors are encouraged to stop by 

the stand to share their design and 
application challenges with experts 
from Micro-Epsilon, who will offer 
their technical support, advice and 
guidance on selecting the most 
appropriate measuring technique for 
different applications. The stand will 
feature numerous interactive product 
demonstrations, enabling visitors 
to get hands on with the sensor 
products to gain a full appreciation 
of their measurement performance, 
compactness, ease of use, and 
integration capabilities. 

For more information: Tel: 0151 355 
6070, email info@micro-epsilon.co.uk  

New report shows West Midlands 
manufacturers are the most 
confident in the UK, but London and 
South East firms export the most

July 2015 - A new annual report lifts 
the lid on UK manufacturing and shows 
how the regions compare for business 
confidence, export success, output, 
productivity and employment:

• West Midlands manufacturers are the 
most confident in the UK – Welsh and 
North East manufacturers are the 
least

• London and South East accounts for 
over a quarter (25.4%) of the UK’s 
manufactured exports – the biggest 
contribution by any single region

• The EU is the biggest export market 
for manufacturers in every UK region 
– it accounts for between 40% (West 
Midlands) and 59% (South West) of 
manufactured exports

• East Midlands manufacturers 
contribute the most to regional 
output (16.3%) but London and 
South East manufacturers account 
for the lion’s share (18%) of total UK 
manufacturing output  

• UK manufacturing employs 2.6 
million people but the importance of 
manufacturing to local employment 
varies significantly – from 6% of the 
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workforce in London and the South 
East through to 15% in the East 
Midlands.

The report – Regional Manufacturing 
Outlook - draws upon survey data 
and the latest ONS figures to provide 
a longer-term picture of the state 
of UK manufacturing. It shows that 
UK manufacturers as a whole are 
moderately optimistic about the next 
12 months.

There is also good news on the 
employment front. Despite the 
popularly-held belief that Britain 
doesn’t make anything anymore, UK 
manufacturing employs a total of 2.6 
million people, one in every ten people 
(11%) on average. 

The full Regional Manufacturing 
Outlook can be downloaded at:
http://www.eef.org.uk/resources-and-
knowledge/research-and-intelligence/
i n d u s t r y - r e p o r t s / e e f - r e g i o n a l -
manufacturing-outlook

University of Southampton

July 2015 - Southampton engineers 
test fly printed aircraft off Royal Navy 
ship

A 3D printed aircraft has successfully 
launched off the front of a Royal Navy 
warship and landed safely on a Dorset 
beach. HMS Mersey provided the 
perfect platform for the University of 
Southampton to test out their SULSA 
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV).

Weighing 3kg and measuring 1.5m the 
airframe was created on a 3D printer 
using laser sintered nylon and catapulted 
off HMS Mersey into the Wyke Regis 
Training Facility in Weymouth, before 
landing on Chesil Beach.

The flight, which covered roughly 500 
metres, lasted less than a few minutes 
but demonstrated the potential use of 
small lightweight UAVs, which can be 
easily launched at sea, in a maritime 
environment. The aircraft carried 
a small video camera to record its 

flight and Southampton researchers 
monitored the flight from their UAV 
control van with its on-board video-
cameras.

Known as Project Triangle the 
capability demonstration was led by 
Southampton researchers, making 
use of the coastal patrol and fisheries 
protection ship.

Professor Andy Keane, from 
Engineering and the Environment at 
the University of Southampton, said: 

“The key to increased use of UAVs is 
the simple production of low cost and 
rugged airframes – we believe our 
pioneering use of 3D printed nylon has 
advanced design thinking in the UAV 
community world-wide.”

With a wingspan of nearly 1.5 metres, 
the UAV being trialled has a cruise 
speed of 50kts (58mph) but can fly 
almost silently. The aircraft is printed in 
four major parts and can be assembled 
without the use of any tools.

IED marks 70th anniversary with 
launch of new Chartership 

The Institution of Engineering Designers 
has marked its 70th anniversary with 
the announcement that it is to offer a 
Chartership for Technological Product 
Designers.

The Privy Council approved the 
development of this new route to 
professional qualification which will 
be available from July 2015.  The 
announcement was made as the IED 
celebrated its 70th anniversary with a 
reception at St James Palace, hosted 
by HRH The Duke of Edinburgh who 
has been patron of the Institution since 
1954.   

The IED is the UK’s only professional 
body representing those working 
in the many fields of engineering 
and product design.  The creation 
of the new Chartership reflects and 
acknowledges the vast numbers of 
professionals working in the growing 

field of technology.

The reception also marked the 
appointment of Dr Tania Humphries-
Smith, Head of Design and Engineering 
at Bournemouth University, as the new 
Chair of the IED.  The appointment of 
Dr Humphries-Smith means that for 
the first time in its history the three 
most senior positions at the IED are 
held by women.  Dr Humphries-Smith 
joins broadcaster Maggie Philbin, who 
became President in 2014, and Libby 
Meyrick who has been CEO of the 
Institution since 2001.

Libby Meyrick said:  “The launch of the 
Chartership for Technological Product 
Designers illustrates our ongoing 
commitment to supporting all those 
working in the field of engineering and 
product design.  This is the fastest 
growing sector within our industry and it 
is only right that there is a professional 
qualification that recognises the 
achievements of those working within it.  
It is a fitting way to celebrate the IED’s 
70 years of commitment to supporting 
those responsible for helping to shape 
the future of our world. 

Release of Government Code of 
Practice and £20 million competitive 
fund for driverless car

The Code of Practice was developed 
in consultation with Nick Reed, 
Technical Lead of the GATEWay 
project  & Academy Director at TRL 
and other members of the GATEWay 
Consortium, as well as the Venturer 
and UK Autodrive consortia.

Professor Nick Reed commented:

“Much research and development is 
required before driverless cars become
commonplace on our streets, but 
the launch of the Code of Practice 
brings this vision a step closer. It sets 
the scene for the safe evaluation 
and development of highly and fully 
automated vehicles for years to come 
and is another example of how the 
UK is leading the charge in this area. 
Combined with the £20m funding and 
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Industry News
the launch of the Centre for Connected
and Autonomous Vehicles, the UK is 
now firmly positioned at the centre of 
future mobility.

“Since the press launch of the 
GATEway project in February, the TRL-
led consortium has been working hard 
to lay the necessary foundations for the
planned autonomous vehicle trials. We 
want to make sure that the trials are 
optimally developed and delivered, so 
the first public vehicle trials won’t take 
place until 2016. But now that the new 
Code of Practice has given the green 
light for testing on UK roads, it won’t 
be long before you see one of our self-
driving vehicles out in the public again.”

http://www.gateway-project.org.uk/
http://www.trl.co.uk/

HORIBA, World Leader in 
Automotive Excellence, Acquires 
MIRA

HORIBA - a world-leader in automotive 
test systems - is expanding its 
operation through the purchase of the 
global advanced vehicle engineering, 
research and product testing business 
operated by MIRA.

The investment, which was completed 
on 14 July 2015 will see HORIBA 
expand its current portfolio, with a 
move into vehicle engineering and 
testing consultancy.

Both HORIBA and MIRA - now known 
as HORIBA MIRA Ltd. - are set to benefit 
from the sale, which enables HORIBA 
to address the emerging areas of next 
generation mobility including electrified 
powertrain, intelligent vehicles and 
vehicle attributes technologies. By this 
integration, HORIBA can provide a 
comprehensive solution underpinned 
by a suite of test systems and advanced 
vehicle engineering capabilities. 
Collectively, the two companies have 
140 years of experience in their 
respective fields, with both celebrating 
70 years of operation in 2015/16.

The sale will allow MIRA to continue 

with its ambitious plans for growth by 
building on its unparalleled reputation in 
vehicle R&D, engineering and testing. 
The sale will also allow MIRA to invest 
in its current facilities and enhance its 
capabilities on a global scale.

http://www.horiba-mira.com

Dutch team’s electric car wins 
Formula Student for second year in 
a row

In July a team of 60 engineering students 
from Delft University of Technology (TU 
Delft) stormed to victory at this year’s 
Institution of Mechanical Engineers’ 
Formula Student competition.

Formula Student challenges student 
engineers to design, build and race 
a single seat racing car in one year.  
The competition is composed of eight 
challenges and events with a separate 
amount of points allocated for each.
These include, among others, tests to 
assess cars’ acceleration, endurance, 
fuel economy, as well as the design 
and business case each of the teams 
has prepared.

Team Delft claimed the prize at 
Silverstone this weekend with a total 
score of 909.3 out of a total score of 
1,000 points. Germany’s UAS Zwickau
claimed second place with 792.5 
points, University of Stuttgart came 
third with 750.8 and the University of 
Bath was the top UK team, coming 
fourth with 748.4 points.

Thousands of the world’s best young 
engineers were at Silverstone on 8-12 
July. There were 135 teams in total, 
with 49 from the UK and teams from as
far afield as Australia, Turkey and 
Ukraine.

There were a total of three UK teams 
in this year’s top 10, apart from the 
University of Bath, Oxford Brookes 
came 6th, after coming second for 
the design test and the University of 
Birmingham came 7th.

Formula Student’s Partners this year 

are Bosch, GKN, Jaguar Land Rover, 
Mathworks and Mercedes-Benz HPP.

For a full list of results: http://events.
imeche.org/formula-student/2015-
results

New report shows STEM workers 
twice as likely to miss job 
opportunities due to lack of skills

Jobs vacancies in high level STEM 
occupations (those requiring science, 
technology, engineering and maths) 
are almost twice as likely to be left 
unfilled due to a lack of staff with the 
right skills, new research shows.

The findings, released on 10 July by 
the UK Commission for Employment 
and Skills (UKCES), show that 43% of 
vacancies in STEM roles are hard to fill 
due to a shortage of applicants with the 
required skills – almost double the UK 
average of 24%.

Reviewing the Requirement for Higher 
Level STEM Skills takes an in depth 
look at skills challenges facing STEM 
occupations, and finds that these 
skills are of key importance to the 
performance of the UK economy in 
terms of jobs, productivity, innovation 
and competitiveness.  Using the 
broadest definition, 5m people are 
employed in high level STEM roles.

As part of the report, UKCES research 
has been used to map STEM 
occupations in according to anticipated 
need, creating a list of roles expected 
to be in highest demand up to 2022.

In terms of current shortages vacancies 
for engineering professionals are worst 
affected, with almost 60% of vacancies 
difficult to fill due to a lack of skills.

The research also brings to light 
the range of sectors dependent on 
STEM skills, with almost half (46%) 
of graduates working in innovative 
firms in manufacturing and knowledge-
intensive business service industries 
having a degree in a STEM subject.
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STEM skills also play a vital role in 
a range of other sectors, including 
specialised manufacturing, research 
and development and technical 
consultancy, as well as underpinning 
crucial technological areas including 
computer programming.

BCU to launch UK national office for 
online STEM skills centre
 
In early July 2015 Council cabinet 
members gathered at Birmingham City 
University for the launch of Academy 
Cube’s e-skills learning centre and UK 
National Office, which aims to tackle 
Europe’s shortage of STEM skills.
 
Academy Cube is a career and online 
learning platform which offers an 
intelligent matching system, allowing 
STEM talent to identify and develop the 
skills and qualifications they require for 
specific roles in the workplace.
 
Located at Birmingham City University’s 
Centre for Enterprise Systems, the 
Academy Cube’s UK National Office 
aims to develop the strategic alignment 
with the STEM agenda in the UK and 
Ireland to build the next generation 
of talent for industry, addressing the 
challenges of employability, skilling and 
apprenticeship opportunities.
 
By 2020, the current shortfall of 
engineers in the UK is forecast to reach 
one million.
 
The events highlighted opportunities 
to bridge the STEM skills gap and the 
skills required of graduate talent to 
succeed in STEM roles.

Robots built to save lives will be 
developed at new UK centre of 
excellence
 
Robots capable of venturing into 
environments that are potentially 
deadly for humans are to be developed 
at a new centre of excellence launched 
by London South Bank University and 
TWI.
 
Safety-critical structures such as 

nuclear power reactors, offshore oil 
and gas platforms, and wind turbines 
require continuous inspection. The 
majority of these inspections – known 
as non-destructive testing (NDT) – 
are carried out manually and expose 
inspectors to major health and safety 
risks. Studies have also shown that 
manual inspection can miss major 
defects in safety-critical structures due 
to human error.
 
The new London South Bank Innovation 
Centre (LSBIC) for Automation of 
NDT will create the next generation of 
autonomous robotic systems that can 
carry out inspections with little or no 
human operator involvement.
 
The partnership between London 
South Bank University and TWI – one 
of the largest research and technology 
organisations in Europe – will allow 
TWI’s 700 industrial member companies 
access to LSBIC’s research, resulting 
in a direct route to application. The 
establishment of the new innovation 
centre represents the beginning of a 
long-term strategic partnership that 
will, in its first five years of operation, 
provide a home for 14 researchers and 
eight TWI-funded PhDs. Developments 
will be led by industry, with the needs of 
TWI’s industrial members determining 
the direction of research.
 
The centre will operate from TWI’s 
newly constructed 25,000-square-
metre world-class facilities in a thriving, 
industrially driven, professional working 
environment in Cambridge.

Women in Engineering // James 
Dyson Foundation 

With a £12 million donation from the 
James Dyson Foundation, Imperial 
College, London will soon house The 
Dyson School of Design Engineering. 
The Dyson School will start teaching a 
four year MEng in Design Engineering 
in September 2015. The programme 
will teach a range of engineering 
fundamentals, design thinking, creative 
problem solving, management and 
communication skills. Students will take 

part in a six-month industrial placement 
intended to give them real commercial 
experience. 40% of all applications 
for places at the Dyson School for 
2015 have been from females. 42% 
of the 40 places available have been 
offered to females. The number of 
female applicants to engineering 
courses is usually an average of 12.9% 
(EngineeringUK, 2015)

August A-level results a ‘mixed bag’ 
for business

• Number of students studying 
chemistry and physics falls

• Number of students studying maths 
increases by 4.2%, but gender gap 
widens too

• Over three times more boys than girls 
study physics

•  The overall numbers achieving A/B 
grades in biology, chemistry, physics 
and maths has fallen.

Commenting on today’s A-level results, 
Verity O’Keefe, Senior Skills Policy 
Adviser at EEF, the manufacturers’ 
organisation, says: “Today’s A-level 
results present a mixed bag for 
business. Industry applauds all those 
young people who have chosen to 
study challenging STEM subjects 
and the 4% jump in the number of 
young people taking maths at A-level 
is encouraging. But there are some 
worrying trends, including minor 
decreases in the numbers achieving top 
grades in subjects like physics, maths 
and chemistry and a dip overall in the 
number of students taking the sciences.  

“Government, schools and industry 
need to work harder to encourage 
more girls to take up STEM subjects. 
While the gap closed slightly again for 
physics the pace is too slow and, for 
maths, the gender gap has actually 
widened. 

Manufacturers can only grow and 
prosper when they have ready access 
to a wide pool of talent. Without greater 
encouragement for girls to take up key 
subjects such as maths and physics, 
that pool remains worryingly shallow.”
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Product News
Virtually drive CAE models

Whenever CAE tools create or modify 
designs, everyone can experience the 
NVH consequences by driving a virtual 
prototype – almost instantly.

For perfecting NVH, the software tools 
are rapidly proliferating. Nowadays, 
before development even begins on new 
vehicles, non-experts can help set sound 
targets by ’driving’ benchmark vehicles in 
a simulator that captures their subjective 
opinions. Then, during development of the 
new vehicle, engineers can deconstruct 
the noise and vibration experienced in an 
existing vehicle, to detect and quantify the 
sources of very specific sound features 
such as boom or rumble. The software 
package that does this – source path 
contribution (SPC) – can also isolate the 
paths the sound energy takes through the 
vehicle and the air to get to the observer, 
quantifying the sensitivity of these paths 
as ‘transfer functions’. 

Using Brüel & Kjær’s NVH simulator, 
engineers can create and drive a virtual 
vehicle based on such data. Now, the 
NVH simulator can automatically model 
the sound of a whole vehicle, directly 
from a CAE program and can easily 
and directly incorporate large CAE 
models. This new capability automatically 
converts standard CAE response data 
from all common CAE codes into ready-
to-run NVH simulator models.

http://www.bksv.co.uk/

Vibration Research Launches Patent-
Pending Vibration Test Module, iDOF™

22 June, 2015 – Vibration Research, a 
Michigan-based technology company 
specializing in vibration control products 
and software applications, announced 
today that it launched its latest testing 
innovation, iDOF™, which stands for 
‘instant degrees of freedom.’  The 
company developed iDOF to solve the 
problem of over and under vibration 
testing of high value products, such as 
those manufactured in the aerospace 
and aviation industries.  When these 
products fail to perform in real life – 
often due to improper vibration testing 

– the consequences can border on 
catastrophic.  iDOF™ empowers users 
to run highly accurate vibration tests in a 
condensed period of time.

iDOF™ gives vibration test technicians 
and lab managers the perfect world 
scenario: rapid smooth lines except when 
real-life resonances dictate they should 
be out of tolerance and the tests need to 
be aborted before products are damaged.

iDOF™ is currently available for purchase 
and immediate download by current 
customers of Vibration Research’s 
VR9500 Revolution Vibration Controller 
and VibrationVIEW software.  Companies 
with an interest in iDOF™ that are 
currently not using Vibration Research’s 
products and software can contact Mark 
Chomiczewski at +1 (616) 669-3028 
or mark@vibrationresearch.com for 
information.

New 1µm thermal imager is a game-
changer for the metal processing 
industry

Micro-Epsilon has launched a new 
compact, robust (IP67) short wavelength 
infrared thermal imaging camera, which 
is specifically designed to measure the 
surface temperature of hot metals, as well 
as ceramics and graphite. The camera 
offers a significant cost advantage, 
with a selling price that is similar to 
currently available short wavelength spot 
pyrometers.

Due to its short-wave spectral range of 
1µm, the new thermoIMAGER TIM M1 
is ideal for temperature measurement 
applications in metal processing, 
including the temperature monitoring of 
metal hardening and forming processes. 
In the range 0.92µm to 1.1µm, metals are 
subject to a significantly higher emissivity 
than in other wavelength ranges.

The M1 is lightweight (320g including 
lens) and compact (46 x 56 x 90mm) 
and operates in ambient temperatures of 
0°C to +50°C (+315°C with an integrated 
cooling jacket). The standard 5m or 10m 
USB cables are also available in high 
temperature (HT) versions for use with 
cooling jackets. The TIM USB Gigabit 

Server enables extended cable lengths 
of up to 100m via Ethernet.

Further details: 0151 355 6070

MTS Announces New Global Product 
Line for Materials Testing 

Eden Prairie, Minn. – March 02, 2015 
– MTS Systems Corporation a leading 
global supplier of high-performance 
test systems and position sensors, 
announced the world-wide introduction of 
MTS Exceed™ Testing Systems, a new 
product line designed for the growing 
material testing market for manufacturing 
and quality assurance applications.

“With this new product line, MTS greatly 
expands our product offerings for the 
materials testing markets,” stated Dr. 
William Bachrach, MTS Senior Vice 
President and General Manager of Test. 
“MTS has offered solutions into these 
markets for almost 50 years, and is known 
as a premier brand in the testing arena. 
This new line will enable greater access 
to MTS technology for a wider range of 
customers through focused applications, 
and increased breadth of accessories.” 

The MTS Exceed product line 
complements the MTS Criterion® 
products in the static or monotonic 
testing area. These systems are typically 
used in high-volume testing of various 
materials, including composites, metals, 
plastics and more. Designed and built 
by the global MTS engineering team, 
these systems meet global standards for 
accuracy, safety and efficiency.  

Contact: Andy Cebulla 00 1 952.937.4000

Automated bolt tension monitoring

In applications where the integrity of 
bolted joints is critical, the tension in any 
number of bolts can now be remotely 
monitored, with automated alerts being 
sent by SMS and/or e-mail if any bolt 
loses preload.

Developed by Transmission Dynamics 
and available as RotaBolt®-TD, the 
state-of-the-art Bolt Cap Module (BCM) is 
a wireless system with a five year battery 
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life capable of automatically monitoring 
bolt preload during extended periods of 
operation.

Once fitted, the BCM will wake for brief 
periods, which are user-adjustable 
to suit each application, and transmit 
bolt preload to a local receiver. If the 
preload subsequently drops below a 
pre-determined level, a report will be 
automatically sent via email or GSM 
network to key stakeholders detailing the 
ID, location of the bolt, and its current 
preload. Maintenance can be optimised to 
concentrate only on those bolts requiring 
attention instead of laboriously checking 
every bolt, and immediate action can 
be taken when bolts installed in mission 
critical applications lose preload.

Available on bolts sized M20 and higher, 
typical applications include power 
generation, pressure vessels and mining 
plant or other situations where vibration or 
thermal cycling can cause loss of preload.

Further details: wsales@jrdltd.com

Two new product lines to range of 
sensors and systems

Techni Measure have introduced two new 
product lines to their extensive range of 
sensors and systems. We now supply 
fibre optic sensors and instrumentation 
from Canadian manufacturer OpSens, 
which utilise the principles of white 
light polarisation interferometry (WLPI) 
and semiconductor band gap (SCBG) 
technology. Sensors are available 
to accurately measure temperature, 
pressure, displacement, strain, force 
or load and this technology performs 
exceptionally well in harsh and high 
temperature environments, being immune 
to RF, MRI, EMI, nuclear and microwave 
radiation. Cable runs in excess of 3km 
are possible with no degradation in 
measurement accuracy. In addition we 
have introduced a range of calibration 
systems from German manufacturer 
Spektra, including vibration exciters by 
Spektra or APS. These systems may be 
used for the calibration of a wide range 
of vibration, shock, acoustic and electrical 
sensors and range from handheld 
vibration calibrators to complete 

primary (absolute) calibration systems. 
Air bearing or linear bearing vibration 
exciters input controlled vibration or force 
for calibration, structural test, modal 
analysis and seismic applications, with 
a wide variety of configurations available 
to suit your specific requirement. To 
select the correct sensor or system for 
your requirements, please contact us for 
information: www.technimeasure.co.uk

Water and Dust Resistant Test and 
Measurement Microphone 

PCB® has released a new 1/2” (12mm) 
microphone and preamplifier system, the 
model 130A24. This array microphone 
has been specifically designed for 
use in applications where moisture, oil 
splash and contamination are a concern. 
Typical applications include brake and 
tyre noise, industrial machinery and 
environmental noise, leak detection and 
general purpose acoustic testing. The 
phase characteristics of this microphone 
are tailored for noise source location 
applications such as holography, 
beamforming, acoustic cameras and 
sound pressure mapping.
  
Model 130A24 has a proprietary, 
replaceable water and dust resistant 
cover which is an acoustically transparent 
protective cover and provides a less 
obtrusive alternative to windscreens 
and more consistent response than 
rubber covers. This array microphone is 
designed with a rugged stainless steel 
grid cap similar to those used on high end 
condenser microphones. 
 
The 130A24 has a wide dynamic range to 
150 dB re 20μPa, and is a cost effective 
alternative to the PCB®’s 378 series. 
Although the 130A24 is optimised for 
flat response in a free-field, its small size 
also provides an excellent response in 
pressure and diffuse field applications.
 
http://www.pcbpiezotronics.co.uk

Introducing SmartScan Aero Mini 

July 2015 - Smart Fibres Ltd., a global 
provider of Fibre Bragg Grating (FBG) 
sensing solutions, has announced the 
launch of the SmartScan Aero Mini, 

a robust miniature FBG interrogator 
optimised for avionic installations 
especially military, civil or unmanned 
aircrafts.

FBG sensing, with its key advantages 
of EMI immunity, harsh environment 
tolerance, multi-parameter multiplexing 
and intrinsic safety, has become a 
game changing technology for condition 
monitoring and smart system control in 
numerous demanding applications. And, 
with a body volume of just 1.3 litres, and 
a mass of just 1.4 Kg, the SmartScan 
Aero Mini is one of the smallest and 
lightest complete FBG interrogators 
available today. Even so, it still provides 
the same extraordinary high resolution 
performance at multi kHz sampling 
rates that has made the SmartScan 
range the benchmark for dynamic FBG 
sensing, and this performance will be 
maintained under stringent MIL-STD 810 
shock, vibration and other environmental 
conditions. Additional improvements 
available from the SmartScan Aero Mini 
include standalone datalogging, and 
advanced signal processing. As with our 
other interrogator models, the SmartScan 
Aero Mini is certified for use in ATEX 
hazardous zones 0, 1, or 2, with gas 
groups IIA, IIB, or IIC.

Further information: +44 1344 484111 or 
sales@smartfibres.com

Zwick Roell CaTsᵌ launches new 
Cubus V2.0 software for Control Cube 
servo-controller

The new version 2.0 Cubus software 
introduces several new test programs, 
allowing users to run a wide variety of 
tests ranging from tensile testing on 
aerospace bolts/fasteners (ISO 7961/
NASM 1312-8) through 9-actuator 
seat-belt anchorage testing to various 
international standards on to complex 
multi-axis service load simulation testing 
on full vehicle structures and sub-systems.
Control Cube is an extremely flexible and 
versatile servo-controller for single and 
multi-axis static and fatigue/durability 
testing.  

The key attraction is its extreme simplicity 
in configuration and redeployment, 
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allowing Cubes to be moved from one test 
rig to another. It supports up to 10 channels 
of integral signal conditioning and is able to 
control from 1 to 3 actuators from a single 
Cube. By simply interconnecting Cubes, 
up to 32 actuators can be run in a single 
synchronised test.

Signal Cube allows interconnection 
to Control Cube, thereby providing 
synchronised simultaneous acquisition on 
the test rig. Signal Cube can alternatively 
be run as a mobile data acquisition 
system, connected to a laptop computer. 
New signal conditioning modules have 
been added to the Signal Cube portfolio 
providing plug-in modules for strain 
gauges, load cells, pressure transducers, 
LVDTs, accelerometers and high-level 
analogue acquisition.

Website: www.zwick.co.uk

Use One New Sensor for Both Seat 
Comfort and Ingress/Egress Testing

Until now seating and comfort engineers 
have used two different pressure mapping 
sensors with different calibrated pressure 
ranges for conducting comfort and ingress/
egress durability studies, as they’ve 
required different calibrated pressure 
ranges.  This need is due to the differing 
properties of these two types of sensors 
that have been required to accommodate 
these different pressure ranges while 
retaining accuracy and resolution.

But now XSensor is pleased to introduce 
the LX210 range of sensors. These are 
the first sensors in XSensor’s range to use 
a new type of construction that enables 
comfort and seating engineers to use one 
sensor for both types of testing, saving 
money and simplifying the selection of 
sensors.

The new construction enables the 
higher pressure of up to 15psi (10N/cm²) 
required for ingress/egress testing while 
also retaining the resolution required at 
0.1 to 4psi (0.07 to 2.7 N/cm²) normally 
used for comfort testing. The LX210 
series combines the same highly stable 
calibration, low-creep, low-hysteresis 
characteristics that XSensor systems are 

renowned for with class leading accuracy 
and sheet-like sensor flexibility.

Contact Interface Force Measurements on 
01344 776666 or info@interface.uk.com

Robust and standalone data acquisition 
from Müller-BBM VibroAkustik Systeme

PAK capture suite measurements are 
configured and visualised on an intuitive 
and easy to use iOS® or AndroidTM app.  
The PAK MK11 measurement frontend 
operate standalone however on its stable 
real-time operating system and performs 
all required processing on-board. As such, 
time histories are always ready to store 
(on-board SSD), not limited by the Smart 
Device’s relatively low performance.

Depending on your requirements, PAK 
MK11 measurement frontends can be 
synchronized via GPS. This allows a 
concept of limitless channel recording 
across remote locations with 200+kHz.

Using benefit from a wide range of 
signal conditioning Modules due to the 
modularity of the PAK MK11’s frontend. 
For example, PAK MK11 frontends are 
able to detect rpm signals with a counter 
of up to 70 MHz resultion. With the PAK 
Tacho Scope function in the Capture 
Suite app, a precise adjustment of Tacho 
trigger limits is possible up to 4.9 MHz 
resolution. This ensures one can quickly 
find / troubleshoot the incoming rpm signal.

http://www.MuellerBBM-VAS.nl

200 kHz Data Acquisition Hardware

m+p international’s VRAI820 module – 
the latest addition to our range of m+p 
VibRunner data acquisition hardware - 
boasts up to 204.8 kHz sampling rate (80 
kHz bandwidth) and offers high sensitivity 
input ranges selectable from 100 mV to 20 
Vpk. Together with outstanding dynamic 
range, low noise and selectable high-pass 
input filtering makes this new addition 
ideal for many demanding applications 
from ultrasonic measurements in sonar, 
automotive crash testing and pyro-
shock capture to low-level acoustic 
measurements in anechoic chambers.

The switchable input voltage ranges 
provide improved sensitivity for very low 
level vibration signals and microphone 
measurements as well as a higher range to 
handle higher outputs from sources such 
as tacho sensors. Six input ranges are 
available: ± 100 mV, 316 mV, 1 V, 3.16 V, 
10 V and 20 V.

Another important feature of the VRAI820 
module is the analog filter selection. The 
standard configuration consists of a 0.3 Hz 
and a 10 Hz AC filter. Optionally, a 0.05 Hz 
AC filter can be purchased which replaces 
the 10 Hz filter.

Tel. 01420 521222, www.mpihome.com

New Digital Charge Amplifier from HMB 

Now available from the PACEline range 
is the new CDM2000 Industrial Charge 
Amplifier for piezoelectric force sensors.

Suitable for laboratory and production 
applications the CMD2000 features a 
compact design which offers fast and 
reliable results.  Covering a measuring 
range, from 200 to 2 million pC/g (pico-
coulombs/g), the CMD2000 ensures 
guaranteed accuracy even in the partial 
load area. It is now possible to connect 
piezoelectric force sensors and force 
washers, and also to connect up to four 
sensors in parallel with a summing box.  
The cumulative force signal can now be 
acquired and analysed by the charge 
amplifier in less than one millisecond, 
making the new CMD2000 suitable for 
measuring very fast piezoelectric force, 
torque and pressure signals.

Featuring world class SensorTeach 
technology, the analogue output signal can 
also be automatically parameterised during 
a production cycle, which is a particularly 
relevant feature for very fast processes 
that do not allow longer hold times for 
adjusting the measuring range.  Integrated 
peak value detection and limit value 
monitoring functions also make it possible 
to shift control functions to the CMD2000, 
therefore relieving the central control unit. 

Contact +44 (0) 208 515 6000 or www.
hbm.com

Product News
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This seminar was held jointly with 
HORIBA MIRA and held in their Control 
Centre conference facility at Nuneaton. 
The event was a great success and was 
fully booked with delegates attending 
from across the UK and abroad. 

The day started with an introduction by 
Chris Knowles of the EIS and JCB. The 
first presentation was given by Jeroen 
Verbeek of Microflown and focused 
on three dimensional visualization 
of vehicle exterior and interior noise 
based upon a scanning measurement 
technique utilizing particle velocity 
sensors.

Mark Burnett of HORIBA MIRA then 
spoke about vehicle integration of three 
cylinder engines for NVH. He explored 
some of the vehicle NVH issues 

associated with three cylinder engines 
and described some of the issues 
that HORIBA MIRA have encountered 
during development programmes.

Following a short break, Chi Lui of the 
University of Southampton discussed 
the characteristics and calibration 
of a pressure sensor system for 
measuring static and dynamic pressure 
distributions between the human body 
and a seat.

The final session of the morning 
was given by Jarek Rosinski of 
Transmission Dynamics. He spoke 
about optimisation of NVH on the 
engine codename Panther by gear 
load/noise measurements on the firing 
engine, supported by simulation work, 
optimisation of transmission error and 
accelerated life testing of timing train.

Before lunch representatives from 
HORIBA MIRA provided delegates 
with an overview of HORIBA MIRA 
Technology Park and the National 
Skills Training Centre Project.

The event was also supported by 
an exhibition of suppliers of the 
latest technology for measuring and 
analysing NVH. This was well-received 
by delegates who were able to visit 
the different stands at various points 

Held on 30 June 2015, at HORIBA MIRA

Report: Developments in Measurement & Analysis Techniques for Automotive NVH
throughout the day.

After lunch delegates were split into 
3 groups to rotate between different 
workshops. Keith Vickers of Bruel 
and Kjaer provided an overview of the 
development of techniques for Noise 
Source Identification on practical noise 
sources. The second session was run 
by ASDEC in their laboratory next door 
to the Control Centre. Martin Cockrill 
provided a workshop demonstration 
on Experimental Modal Analysis 
and showed a number of different 
techniques ranging from comparing 
types of excitation (impact hammer 
and Shaker excitation) and types 
of instrumentation (accelerometers 
and laser vibrometer). ASDEC also 
demonstrated robotised data collection 
with their RoboVib System. The final 
session was given by Peter Mas of 
Siemens Simulation & Test on the Use 
of Model Based Systems Engineering 
Tools for NVH Development. Through 
examples and live demonstrations 
he introduced delegates to the use of 
model based system simulation tools 
for NVH development.  

The SVPP were delighted with 
feedback from the delegates and are 
currently planning their next event for 
2016.

News from British Standards
It’s like buses, loads 
all together then 
none!!  It’s the same 
with standards.  
Many BSI 
committees exist 
and they regularly 
publish standards.  
However, the 

perturbations of publishing are such 
that sometimes there is a period 
when there are few publications, 
probably exacerbated by the fact 
that it’s the summer holidays!  This 
is the situation at present as far as 
the committee responsible for the 

range of design specification and 
design for manufacture standards 
(BS8888 and 8887).  The only big 
‘bus’ on the horizon is that BS7000-
2 has had a major review and will be 
published shortly.  BS7000 is Design 
management systems – Part 2: 
Guide to managing the design of 
manufactured products.  The reason 
for the major review is that it has had 
end-of-life aspects added.  Otherwise 
it is the same highly popular standard.  
Its ‘new’ Scope says: 

This part of BS 7000 gives guidance 
on managing the design of all types of 

manufactured products. It deals with 
every stage of the design process from 
product concept through to delivery, 
use and end-of-life processing.  It is 
intended for use by all relevant levels 
of management, from board level to 
individual project level, in all types of 
organizations involved in the design of 
manufactured products.

Brian Griffiths
Brunel University
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News from Women’s Engineering Society
This edition 
celebrates 30 years 
of EIS and in July 
I celebrated 30 
years of working 
in Electronics 
Engineering. I 
studied engineering 
on the advice of 
a careers advisor 
who knew I liked 

programming this new thing we had 
in school called a computer. I had no 
idea what engineering was but fixing 
computers sounded interesting. I 
studied for an HND in Electrical and 
Electronic Engineering at Napier 
College (now Edinburgh Napier 
University), which included 9 months 
of work experience. I graduated in 
1985 with a Distinction and started 
working at Marconi Instruments, 
initially writing software to test the 
String Ray torpedo using a military 
specified language called ATLAS.

At Marconi in 1985 there was one 
development computer which was 
part of the test equipment and was 
shared with the commissioning 
team. The computer was the height 
of a table, sat in a cabinet with a 
large combined monitor / keyboard. 
There were no personal computers 
in the office and secretaries typed 
all our documents on white, yellow 
or pink paper (they even had white, 
yellow and pink Tipex). There were 2 
female engineers in the team initially 
and this increased to 4, but it would 
be 15 years before I worked in a team 
with another female engineer. There 
was no internet so all information 
was either in books or held on 
microfiche and everything had to be 
written down and kept in a logbook. 
To communicate people had to write 
letters or talk via telephone or in 
person.

My area of expertise is in Field 
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA), 
which are reprogrammable digital 
circuits inside a device. The first 
FPGAs (XC2000 family) contained 
1,800 gates, 84 pins in a 25x25cm 

package and was produced in 
1985 by Xilinx, although they didn’t 
become widely available until the 
late 80s. In 1985 digital engineers 
designed using the 7400 series 
which were usually 14 pin through 
hole devices in 20x7cm packages 
with 4 gates. Designs were produced 
using schematic capture tools, it took 
several weeks to build the circuit 
board and it was difficult to modify. 
FPGAs changed this and although 
circuit boards are still produced 
today, most of the digital circuitry is 
contained within the FPGA, reducing 
the number of boards required.  
FPGAs now contain up to 5 million 
gates and 1,700 pins in packages 
ranging from 3x3cm to 42x42xcm.

While researching the history of 
the Women’s Engineering Society 
(WES) I found a paper written in 
1983 by the then WES President 
Rosemary West titled “Engineering 
Management for Women”. Then 
women comprised 40% of the work 
force, 8.3% of general managers, 
7% of engineering graduates and 
less than 1% of engineers were 
women. Rosemary concluded that 
women no longer had to choice 
between marriage and a career (66% 
of working women were married), 
women could continue to work 
after having children and with the 
introduction of computers, women 
would have more opportunities 
in engineering, including part-
time work and working from 
home. Unfortunately the opposite 
happened; in the US the number 
of women obtaining degrees in 
computer science reduced from 
37% in 1984 to 28% in 1994 in 
a phenomenon known as “The 
incredible shrinking pipeline,” from 
the title of a 1997 paper by Dr Tracy 
Camp.

Today engineers have a minimum 
of one computer, many the size of 
a logbook, there are no secretaries 
so engineers type their own 
documents, the internet is used 
extensively and so unfortunately 

is email. The number of women 
working in engineering in the UK has 
increased to 8%, still a pathetically 
low number but an improvement 
since 1985, however in engineering, 
working part time is still rare, home 
working even rarer and few women 
return after having children.  
 
From my own perspective I could 
never have dreamed, when 
the careers advisor suggested 
engineering, the world it would 
open up for me. I’ve worked in 4 
companies, returned to full time 
education to obtain a Doctorate 
in Engineering, presented across 
Europe and the US and won multiple 
awards while being married and 
having 2 boys. I’m now involved 
in promoting engineering and 
been to many places including No 
10 Downing Street, the House of 
Lords and the Scottish Parliament 
and met many inspiring people 
from remarkable engineers to HRH 
Princess Royal and HRH Prince 
Charles. I love being an engineer 
and after 30 years still find all 
aspects of engineering fascinating. 

Dr Carol Marsh
Electronics Technical Manager and 
Immediate Past President of WES

ip_president@wes.org.uk
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News from the Institution of Mechanical Engineers

Boosting the UK engineering sector 
could hold the key to a fairer society

Engineering holds better prospects 
for people of all backgrounds than 
law, medicine or financial services

Making parents, teachers and school-
children more aware of the real value 
of vocational routes into engineering 
could hold the key to greater social 
mobility, according to a new report by 
the Institution of Mechanical Engineers.

The Social Mobility and the Engineering 
Profession report says that engineering 
careers offer greater opportunities for 
people of all backgrounds than careers 
such as law, medicine and politics.

Peter Finegold, Head of Engineering 
and Skills at the Institution of 
Mechanical Engineers and Lead 
Author of the report, said:

“The engineering profession is well-
placed to promote social mobility 
because unlike other high-value 
professions like medicine, people 
can pursue successful careers by 
completing apprenticeships.

“Apart from potentially being more 
affordable than completing a university 
degree, an apprenticeship also offers 
people the opportunity to focus on 
practical skills that are typically more 
transferable to the workplace than pure 
academic study. 

“There needs to be a shift away from 
judging schools just on the number of 
leavers entering university and valuing 
modern apprenticeships as a viable 
alternative. 

“Furthermore, business leaders across 
the spectrum agree that a vibrant 
engineering sector is the lynchpin to a 
healthy economy. Boosting the number 

of people pursuing engineering 
careers, whether through an academic 
or vocational route, will mean greater 
wealth for the UK as a whole.”

The report says that boosting the 
number of people pursuing engineering 
careers would generate an expanded 
skilled technical community within 
our society – social mobility. Ignoring 
the importance of engineering and 
modern apprenticeships will result 
in a persistent mismatch between 
the training and study choices made 
by young people and the real job 
opportunities – an ongoing skills gap 
and social stagnation.

The time may also be right to look again 
at assessment structures and how we 
might allow more teenagers to study 
more subjects for longer before having 
to make irreversible career decisions. 
Youngsters who are not obviously 
academically ‘high flying’ are tacitly 
(and too often, explicitly) discouraged 
from continuing the very subjects (like 
maths and physics) that would be 
useful for practical, vocational careers, 
including engineering. Equally, those 
deemed academic are often forced to 
make tough decisions not to continue 
with vocational subjects, when in 
reality they might wish to follow more 
than a single path. We should be doing 
more to help youngsters understand 
the value of developing professional 
skills alongside academic attainment, 
rather than as an afterthought. The 
nature of work has changed, with 
lifelong learning and adaptability seen 
as essential features of employment. 
If we are to encourage true social 
mobility, schools and employers must 
embed and value authentic learning 
experiences in real-world contexts 
– including opportunities for pupils 
to carry out investigations where the 
answers are unknown. This philosophy 
underpins the emerging University 
Technical Colleges, but it should be 
more prevalent in all schools and 
colleges. Equally Government and the 
education community must resolve the 
challenges of assessing performance 
in practical contexts. The inability to 

find new ways to test individual skills 
in teams and in non-trivial exercises 
undermines the value of all practical 
activity for pupils, parents and teachers.

The engineering profession obsesses 
about when is the best time to intervene 
with attractions to influence decision-
making, when arguably it should focus 
its attention more on influencing the 
structure of the education system and 
how this affects the choices young 
people make. For policymakers, 
the emphasis of school success on 
examinations skews value heavily 
towards academic achievement, while 
assigning lesser value to vocational 
paths and the ultimate destination 
of young people in schools of pupil 
destinations data after they have left, 
make schools and colleges more 
accountable for the careers advice they 
offer since careers information, advice 
and guidance both channels young 
people into the professions, while being 
a powerful driver of social mobility.

The report’s key recommendations are 
that:
1. Government makes schools and 

colleges fully accountable for the 
provision of structured careers 
advice through the compulsory 
publication of student destinations.

2. Government undertakes a review of 
the options for changing the structure 
of post-16 education, specifically 
exploring the consequences of 
introducing a Baccalaureate-style 
approach on both academic and 
vocational routes, especially for 
economically vital sectors such as 
engineering.

3. Government compels its careers 
and enterprise company to source, 
promote and record industry 
placements for teachers alongside 
meaningful work experience for 
pupils.

4. The engineering community unites 
in highlighting to school senior 
leaders and governors, the financial 
and personal benefit of pursuing 
engineering training and study, 
to pupils of all types and from all 
backgrounds.



Group News
As always, we would welcome any 
ideas for events or seminars. We are 
also always ready to receive new 
members on to the Simulation, Test 
and Measurement Group committee. 
Come along and help us to shape 
the future of the group within the EIS.

Geoff Rowlands
Chairman

Durability & Fatigue Group
Having just said goodbye to 2 long-
serving committee members, it is a 
pleasure to welcome 3 new ones, 
covering academia and industry, 
analysis and test: 

Peter Bailey (Instron)
Angelo Maligno (Derby University)
Giovanni de Morais (Safe Technology)

Our seminar on renewable energy 
sadly did not attract enough registrants 
to do justice to the wide range of 
topics our presenters had offered 
and we decided to postpone it to the 
autumn and revert to our usual Bristol 
venue. It is always hard to know why a 
combination of location and date does 
or does not work – especially the latter; 
if anyone can enlighten us it would be 
interesting. As many of the presenters 
are from the southwest, we will use that 
as guidance.

The group has also started planning 
the next EIS international conference 
in Cambridge – Fatigue 2017 – and 
we are grateful to Dr John Yates for 
accepting the challenge to lead the 

Simulation, Test 
& Measurement 
Group
It seems a long 
time since the 
I n s t r u m e n t a t i o n 
exhibition at Silverstone 
in March. As usual, the 

event was very well attended and we 
had a record number of exhibitors – 
68.  I am sure that this event is already 
a must for many of our diaries. The 
Open Forums were very popular, giving 
attendees a chance to hear about and 
comment on such diverse subjects as 
Residual Strain and the reasons for 
Data collection.  Planning is already 
underway for the 2016 Silverstone 
Exhibition, and it has been decided to 
continue with the current winning format, 
but taking on board any suggestions 
for improvement that were noted.

As you may know, the Silverstone 
forums have led us to expand the topics, 
in some cases, to the point where 
a one day seminar was organised. 
Recent ones have included the subject 
of Engineering Material condition, and  
“The Fundamentals of Vehicle data 
Collection”. This latter was held at MIRA 
and was enjoyed by the delegates, 
especially the trip around the test track!
  
In the near future, we hope to 
extend the range with a seminar on 
“Vibration testing”. This will again be 
focussed on the basic information, 
and will seek to answer questions 
like:  “Why are certain component 
tests performed on vibration shakers 
rather than other types of test beds?”

We are again attending and presenting  
at the “Advanced Engineering” show at 
the NEC in November. Although this is 
not  primarily a testing event, we have 
found a good number of our friends 
there, and made some new ones.  
Other events are planned for later on 
in 2015, so please keep an eye on the 
EIS website for the latest information.

organisation. We already have some 
offers of support from both from 
academia and industry.

I recently re-read all 38 copies of our 
Journal for the article on the Society’s 
30 year history and further back into the 
group’s beginnings – it only took us one 
year to organise an international fatigue 
conference. I had to rely on some early 
members’ memories for some of it, but 
one name cropped up several times 
as an enthusiastic supporter: our late 
President, Dr Peter Watson. It is sad to 
record his death (an obituary appears 
on pages 8-9) but good to report that 
the memorial service and lunch in 
Codsall (Wolverhampton) were both 
well attended and many mentioned the 
good times working for him and with 
him.

Robert Cawte
Chairman

Sound Quality & Product 
Perception Group 
Following the success of the event 
held at MIRA in June (see page 31 
for the report), the committee are now 
working on the next one-day event 
to be held during April 2016. We 
always use feedback from delegates 
on ‘ideas for future events’ to try and 
keep the content as attractive and 
topical as possible, and of course also 
welcome any ideas from the wider 
EIS membership (please forward 
suggestions to the Secretariat)

John Wilkinson
Chairman

Corporate Members Profiles
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Corporate Members Profiles
HEAD acoustics UK Limited
10 Davy Court
Central Park
Rugby
CV23 0UZ

Tel: +44 (0)1788 568714   Fax: +44 (0)1223 389919
Email: tony.shepperson@head-acoustics.com and 
rebecca.kerry@head-acoustics.com
Website: https://www.head-acoustics.de/eng/index.htm
Contact: Tony Shepperson (Managing Director) and 
Rebecca Kerry (Office Administrator)

HEAD acoustics has developed hardware and software 
solutions for measuring and analysing sound events on the 
basis of aurally-accurate recording and playback systems, 
which have become today’s industry standard. In addition, 
HEAD acoustics researched and developed numerous 
internationally-approved measurement tools in other fields 
of noise and vibration and telecommunication technology.

HEAD acoustics has subsidiaries in the USA, Japan, 
France and more recently the UK. As part of its worldwide 
representation, HEAD acoustics closely cooperates with 
numerous international sales partners.

Instron
Coronation Road
High Wycombe
Buckinghamshire
HP12 3SY

Tel: +44 (0)1494 456815
Email: info_news@instron.com
Website: www.instron.co.uk

Instron is a leading provider of testing equipment for the 
material testing and structural testing markets. Instron’s 
products test the mechanical properties and performance 
of various materials, components and structures in a wide 
array of environments. A global company providing single-
source convenience, Instron is a full-service materials 
testing company that manufactures and services testing 
instruments, systems, software and accessories.

Instron’s proficiency in designing and building testing 
systems to evaluate materials ranging from the most fragile 
filament to advanced alloys, affords Instron’s customers a 
comprehensive resource for all their research, quality and 
service-life testing requirements. Information is also available 
on the company’s enhanced website at www.instron.com.

Kistler Instruments Limited
13 Murrell Green Business Park
London Road
Hook
Hants, RG27 9GR

Tel: +44 (0)1256 741550
Fax: +44 (0)1256 741551
Email: sales.uk@kistler.com
Website: www.kistler.com
Contact: Jim Vaughan, Managing Director

Kistler is a leading manufacturer of sensors for pressure, 
force, torque and acceleration, as well as the related 
electronics and software. Technology from Kistler is used 
to analyse physical processes, and to control and optimise 
industrial processes.

Kistler is headquartered in Winterthur, Switzerland and has 
production facilities in Germany, Switzerland and the US and 
employs over 1200 people in 28 locations worldwide.

 

Micro-Epsilon
No 1 Shorelines Building
Shore Road
Birkenhead, CH41 1AU

Tel: +44 (0)151 3556070
Fax: +44 (0)151 3556075
Email: louise.dodd@micro-epsilon.co.uk
Website: www.micro-epsilon.co.uk
Contact: Louise Dodd 

Micro-Epsilon develops and manufactures market leading 
precision sensors to measure displacement, temperature 
and colour, as well as systems for dimensional measurement 
and defect detection.

Using both contact and non-contact measurement techniques, 
Micro-Epsilon boasts one of the largest selections of sensor 
technologies including 1D/2D/3D laser optical, confocal 
chromatic, eddy current, capacitive, inductive, draw-wire, 
time-of-flight technologies, IR temperature sensors, thermal 
imaging cameras and colour recognition systems.

With over 45 years experience and over 10,000 customers 
worldwide, Micro-Epsilon can solve tomorrow’s measurement 
problems today.
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Moog Industrial Group
Ashchurch
Tewkesbury
Gloucestershire
GL20 8NA

Tel: +44 (0)1564 784777 or +44 (0)1684 296600
Fax: +44 (0)1564 785846
Email: test.uk@moog.com
Website: www.moog.co.uk
Contact: Stuart Bibb

Moog is a designer, manufacturer and integrator of high 
performance, high integrity control systems and equipment 
(electro-hydraulic and electro-mechanical) satisfying a broad 
range of applications in aerospace, defence and Industrial 
markets.

Moog is able to offer expertise in varied fields of 
engineering and has a proven track record in the successful 
implementation of major multi-disciplinary projects. Moog 
Test Division provides a broad range of products and 
services for mechanical test & simulation.
 

MTS Systems Ltd
Brook House
Somerford Court
Cirencester
Glos
GL7 1TW

Tel: +44 (0)1285 648800
Fax: +44 (0)1285 658052
Email: mtsuksales@mts.com
Website: www.mts.com
Contact: Robert Palmer

Leading Manufacturers and suppliers worldwide turn to MTS 
for the relevant testing expertise, innovative technology 
and responsive, local support they need to design and 
develop more efficient, higher performing products. Whether 
you test materials, components, subsystems or products, 
engaging with MTS offers the advanced mechanical testing 
and simulation tools required to accelerate development, 
decrease warranty costs and accurately validate product 
performance.

MTS covers a wide range of industries including automotive, 
aerospace, energy, medical, civil and materials.

Muller-BBM VAS
Robert-Koch Str. 13
82152 Planegg
Germany

Tel: +49-89-85602-400
Fax: +49-89-85602-444
Email: info.de@muellerbbm-vas.com
Website: www.muellerbbm-vas.de
Contact: Dennis de Klerk

Müller-BBM VibroAkustik Systeme offers high-performance 
tools for any acoustic and vibration-technological application. 
In multi-channel measurement technology we rank among 
the global market leaders.

 

 

Nprime
3 Kelham Square
Kelham Island
Sheffield
S3 8SD

Tel: +44 (0)114 2727 868
Fax: +44 (0)8704 299 258
Email: info@nprime.co.uk
Website: www.nprime.co.uk
Contact: Turqui Kharchi

Nprime are an engineering test services consultancy. We 
provide engineering teams to our customers to deliver 
instrumentation and sensors, strain gauging, telemetry and 
multi-channel data acquisition. Nprime perform testing, 
qualification and analysis of structural and vibration 
engineering data; typically as part of a customer’s product 
development process. Our customers operate in the 
aerospace, automotive, rail, off-highway, oil & gas and 
power generation industries.

We also sell and rent sensors, remote telemetry, rotational 
torque telemetry and data acquisition hardware.

Corporate Members Profiles
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Polytec Limited
Lambda House
Batford Mill
Harpenden
AL5 5BZ

Tel: +44 (0)1582 711 670
Fax: +44 (0)1582 712 084
Email: info@polytec-ltd.co.uk
Website: www.polytec-ltd.co.uk
Contact: Joe Armstrong

 Non-Contact Vibration Measurements using Laser-Doppler

Vibration Measurement equipment by Polytec provides 
optical measurement solutions for non-destructive 
testing (NDT). Our market leading non-contact vibration 
measurement technology is very sophisticated, with both 1D 
and 3D large area mapping options.

Polytec offers many instrument types to improve vibration 
measurement, analysis and understanding. Instruments 
configure to aid FEA model correlation, reduce development 
time with fast no wire measurements for NDT, including; 
noise, vibration and harshness testing (NVH), failure analysis 
and research into complex structures.

Sensors UK Ltd
135a Hatfield Road
St.Albans
Hertfordshire
AL1 3AL

Tel: +44 (0)1727 861110
Fax: +44 (0)1727 844272
Email: sales@sensorsuk.com
Website: www.sensorsuk.com
Contact: David White

Established in 1964, Sensors UK Ltd has earned a reputation 
as a leading distributor and supplier of a broad range of 
primary sensors, measuring instruments and systems to the 
manufacturing and process industries.

 

 

Siemens PLM Software
Unit 3 Rye Hill Office Park
Birmingham Road
Coventry
CV5 9AB

Tel: +44 (0)2476 408 120   
Fax: +44 (0)2476 408 135
Email: Leonie.upton@siemens.com
Website: http://www.siemens.com/plm/lms
Contact: Leonie Upton

LMS Simulation and Test Solutions from Siemens PLM Software 
help manufacturing companies manage the complexities of 
tomorrow’s product development by incorporating model-
based mechatronic simulation and advanced testing solutions 
in the product development process. Our products and services 
tune into mission-critical engineering attributes, ranging from 
system dynamics, structural integrity and sound quality to 
durability, safety and power consumption. LMS products also 
address the complex engineering challenges associated with 
intelligent systems in the automotive and aerospace industries 
as well as in other advanced manufacturing industries.

Zwick Testing Machines Limited
Southern Avenue
Leominster
Herefordshire
HR6 0QH

Tel:+44 (0)1568 615201
Fax: +44 (0)1568 612626
Email: alan.thomas@zwick.co.uk
Website: www.zwick.co.uk
Contact: Alan Thomas 

Zwick Roell is a leading, global supplier of advanced 
materials and component testing equipment. We offer a 
wide range of both electro-mechanical and servo-hydraulic 
testing products and controller/software modernisations to 
give older generation systems a new lease of life.

We supply standard and bespoke testing solutions and 
collaborate with an extensive range of industrial customers 
and academic establishments where Zwick equipment is 
used for both teaching and research purposes.
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The Advanced Engineering UK 2015 group of events

Join us where the UK advanced
engineering sectors come together
4th - 5th November, NEC Birmingham UK
Once again, the Advanced Engineering UK group of events brings together OEMs, primes
and all supply chain tiers, to meet and do business across some of the UK's highest-growth
advanced engineering sectors. Whether attending as an exhibitor or a visitor, each of the
co locating advanced engineering shows provides you with a business forum and supply
chain showcase within its own sector, and those of its co-locating sister events.

Automotive – Aerospace – Composites – Motorsport – Marine
– Consumer – Energy – Electronics and more . . .

REGISTER TO VISIT FREE @ www.advancedengineeringuk.com
Media and industry Partners include
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Corporate Members
The following companies are corporate members of the Engineering Integrity Society.  We thank them for their continued 
support which helps the Society to run its wide-ranging events throughout the year.

AcSoft
Airbus
ANV Measurement Systems
Bruel and Kjaer
CaTs3
Dassault Systemes
Data Physics
Datron Technology
Gantner Instruments
GOM
HBM
Head Acoustics
HGL Dynamics
HORIBA MIRA
Instron

Interface Force Measurements
Ixthus
Kemo
Kistler
M&P International
Meggit Sensing Systems
Micro-Epsilon
Millbrook
MOOG
MTS Systems
Muller BBM
Nprime
PCB Piezotronics
PDS Projects Ltd
Polytec

Rutherford Appleton Lab
Sensors UK
Servotest
Siemens
Smart Fibres
Star Hydraulics
Systems Services
Techni Measure
THP Systems
Tiab
TRaC
Transmission Dynamics
Vibration Research
Yokogawa
Zwick

New Personal Members
Mr Simon Harper Alstom
Mr Aidan Charlton ACMS
Mr Matthew Griffiths Tata Motors
Mr Oliver Greenwood Controls and Data Services

Mr Chris Hardy Flybrid
Mr Steve Gold Flybrid
Mr Andrew Early Flybrid
Mr Rob Iles Snap Engineering 



Optimized testing of electric drives

HBM Test and Measurement 
info@uk.hbm.com ■ www.hbm.com

Further information: 
www.hbm.com/edrivetesting

One solution for all your requirements 
Measurement data acquisition with Genesis  HighSpeed 
 products is perfectly matched to our digital torque 
 transducers.

This combination enables you to perform highly  dynamic 
and precise tests on inverters and electric motors. 
 Continuous measurements of up to an hour with a  maximum 
of two million measurements per second per channel are not 
a problem.

Your benefi ts:

 ■  Continuous storage of all raw data for verifi cation 
and analysis  

 ■  Synchronous acquisition and storage of all data in 
one system 

 ■ Power calculation per half cycle 

 ■ Live oscilloscope and FFT display  

 ■ Powerful toolbox for inverter and motor analyses

testing by HBM

Visit HBM on stand E26 

Sensors & Instrumentation Show

30th Sept & 1st Oct,

Hall3, NEC

LOW COST COMPACT DATA RECORDER

• Strain and Voltage inputs
• USB Interface
• NEW – Stacked Configuration
• Easy-to-use software included
• Maximum 20 kHz sampling rate
• Simultaneous all-channel sampling
• Standard KS2 file format

SENSORS UK LTD
135A HATFIELD ROAD, ST ALBANS AL1 4JX 

UNITED KINGDOM
TEL: + 44 (0)1727 85 93 73

EMAIL: sales[at]sensorsuk.com

For more information 
please visit: 
www.sensorsuk.com

EDX-10A



7 Paynes Park, Hitchin, Herts SG5 1EH, UK
Tel: 01462 429710 n Fax: 01462 429712
E-mail ukinfo@pcb.com n www.pcbpiezotronics.co.uk

When You Need to Take a 
Sound Measurement

High Quality n Exceptional Value n Fast Delivery n Best Warranty
Just a Selection from PCB’s Broad Range of Acoustic Products 

377B02
1/2 inch free-field, 
prepolarized 
condenser microphone

HT426E01
High temperature 1/2 inch preamplifier
(for prepolarized condenser microphones)

378B02
1/2 inch free-field prepolarized 
condenser microphone, 
with 1/2" ICP® preamplifier and TEDS

378A14
1/4 inch pressure microphone cartridge,
a mated preamplifier with TEDS, 
and system calibration.

377B26
High Temperature Probe 
Microphone & Preamplifier

Special Purpose Microphones Microphone & Preamplifier Systems

130E20
ICP® microphone 
with integral preamplifier

130A23
Prepolarized ICP® High Amplitude, 
Enhanced Frequency, Array Microphone
and Preamplifier Combination

Acoustic Array Style Microphones

Acoustic Microphones 

Preamplifiers

130B40
Prepolarized ICP®

Surface Microphone

377C20
1/2 inch random 
incidence, prepolarized 
condenser microphone

426E01
1/2 inch ICP® preamplifier 
(for prepolarized condenser microphones) 
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With 100 years of expertise and leadership in 
the precision measurement of power, Yokogawa 
provides a wide range of products for power 
analysis. 

To support the development of alternative 
energy sources and to validate improvements in 
ef� ciency and power consumption, Yokogawa 
provides trustworthy measurements for both low 
and high frequency applications.

Download the articles at: 

http://tmi.yokogawa.com/

thingsyouneedtoknow/ 

or contact +44 (0)1928 597204

Precision Making

We have selected the following white papers 

to share with you:

  How accurate are your power measurements?

  The effect of internal phase shift on power 

measurement uncertainty

  Calibration: 

the key to meaningful power measurementse

Accurate power measurements
Things you need to know
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Visit Micro-Epsilon at the EIS Instrumentation, Analysis & Testing Exhibition, where you will find a solution to almost 
any measurement task; whether it’s distance, position, thickness, vibration, gap, profile, temperature or colour, our 
sensors can solve your application.

See interactive product demonstrations and speak to our measurement experts for advice on how Micro-Epsilon’s 
products can solve your measurement tasks.

Measurement Sensors

 2D/3D Laser profile sensors 

 Thermal imaging cameras

 Optical micrometers

 Turbospeed sensors

 Capacitive sensors

 Laser triangulation sensors

+44 (0) 151 355 6070 | www.micro-epsilon.co.uk | info@micro-epsilon.co.uk



Your Partner for all Noise 
and Vibration Testing

Innovative technical solutions for the test community.
m+p international supplies advanced software supporting high-
performance instrumentation (incl. National Instruments and VTI 
VXI) for both shaker testing and noise & vibration measurement 
and analysis. Our products combine convenience, fl exibility 
and test safety with training, consultancy and support to 
ensure successful outcomes for all your applications. 

�   Measurement and Signal Analysis
�  Structural Testing  
�  Modal Analysis
�  Acoustics including Sound Quality
�  Rotational Dynamics
�  Pass-by Noise Testing
�  Vibration Control for Shaker Testing
�  Shock Testing
�  Multi-Shaker Testing
�  High-Frequency Vibration Testing
�  Road Load Simulation
�  Standalone Data Acquisition

www.mpihome.com

United Kingdom
m+p international (UK) Ltd
Phone: (+44) (0)1420 521222
sales.uk@mpihome.com
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Dynamic testing 
solutions for 4 to 
512 channels
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